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INTRODUCTION

Many cultural heritage institutions worldwide maintain archives containing invaluable assets, such as historic documents, artworks or
culture-historical items. The missions of these institutions are not only
to preserve the assets themselves and the contextual knowledge that
was collected about them, but also to grant access to these collections
to users for (scientific) research.
Since the advent of the WWW, more and more institutions have
started to provide online access to (parts of) their collections. Individual institutions, such as the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam1 (RMA) or the
National Library of the Netherlands2 (KB) have digitized large parts of
their collections and set up online portals that allow users to search
and browse the collections. On an international scale, initiatives such
as Europeana3 have successfully established a network of cultural heritage institutions that seeks to facilitate the general public’s access to
cultural heritage by interweaving previously isolated collections and
enriching them with items and metadata contributed by the public4 .
Tools to access digital archives provide a rich resource for amateurs
and professionals alike. Different user groups, however, have their
own needs for interpreting results provided by the tools they use
to access the collections. It is understanding users’ tasks along with
corresponding measures of tool reliability that form the inspiration
for this thesis.
1.1

project context

The research for this thesis was conducted at Centrum Wiskunde &
Informatica5 , under the umbrella of the SEALINCMedia6 project and
the research framework COMMIT/ 7 . One of the project goals was to
find ways to efficiently and effectively collect trustworthy annotations
for cultural heritage institutions using crowdsourcing. For this thesis,
we closely collaborated with KB and RMA, organisations that both
maintain large digitized archives and contributed invaluable expert
knowledge and data for several of our studies.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/nl/zoeken
https://www.kb.nl
https://www.europeana.eu/portal/en
https://sourceforge.net/projects/steve-museum/
https://www.cwi.nl/
https://sealincmedia.wordpress.com/
http://www.commit-nl.nl/
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Figure 1: The KB maintains a digital (newspaper) archive that is accessible
through full-text and faceted search.

The KB maintains several digitized collections of books, newspapers and magazines on their online portal Delpher8 . Their newspaper
collection spans more than 400 years, with the earliest issue dating
back to 1618. With the passage of time, newspapers have changed
considerably. The earliest issues9 focus on providing concise reports
on international political and economic developments. Only much
later, other types of reports such as family notifications, images and
advertisements were introduced. On top of the development of newspapers that are due to advanced manufacturing methods, they were
also subject to changes in political and societal conditions. During
World War II, Dutch resistants to the German occupation printed illegal newspapers which differ strongly from the official newspapers in
terms of quality of print, layout and content.
The historic newspapers of the KB thus form a very diverse document collection that make it an interesting object for research. As a
consequence, unfortunately, the KB’s digitized versions of old newspaper pages suffer from (partially very) poor data quality due to limitations of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) and other technology.
For cultural heritage institutions such as the KB, it is important to
evaluate and improve data quality of their digital records.
The document collection of the KB is not only popular among the
general public, it is also well-suited for research related to DH practices as it entails key problems that scholars face when using digitized
corpora [35]: Documents are written in multiple languages and temporally very heterogeneous, both of which strongly affects the quality
8 https://www.delpher.nl
9 https://resolver.kb.nl/resolve?urn=ddd:010500649

1.2 research questions

of the digitization output. Since the content of the digitized documents is also used by the search engine of the archive, the result of
any search task is influenced by errors in the text. In order to improve
data quality, however, it is important to take users’ requirements into
account [25, 40]. The KB’s newspaper collection is frequently accessed
by the general public to look for genealogical information on members of their own family, and Humanities scholars who seek to find
answers to their research questions.
While good search results matter for both groups, humanities scholars need a sufficient level of certainty about the correctness of their
results in order to use them for their publications and missing out
on relevant documents can therefore have serious ramifications for
them. Therefore, it is important to know how, and for what types of
tasks the scholars use digital sources and what level of data quality
is required to support these tasks. From the way their data is used,
digital archives can develop strategies for data quality management.
This thesis investigates how better support can be provided for humanities research for accessing digital archives by measuring tool bias
and improving data quality. For this, we identified which research
tasks humanities scholars typically perform using digital archives
and evaluated how well they are supported by the archives’ data
and infrastructure. We measured the data quality for a subset of the
KB’s newspaper archive and evaluated its impact on the retrieval of
relevant documents. In particular, we investigated potential bias in
search results introduced by search tools and data quality. Finally, we
studied, how metadata of cultural heritage data can be extended with
accurate annotations by non-experts using a crowdsourcing approach
based on gamification.
1.2

research questions

Searching a large digital archive is made easier for a user if the search
interface allows to filter the results along different features. In order to
facilitate these technologies, in some cases additional metadata may
be needed. Unfortunately, experts to make these additional annotations as scarce and expensive. A study conducted by [57] showed
that classification of paintings into subject types cannot be successfully done by automatic classifiers. They can, however, provide a set
of candidates that is likely to contain the correct class.
Research shows that crowds are able to perform simple tasks (e.g.
estimating the weight of an ox) with a precision that is close or even
better than judgements given by experts of the field [20]. We therefore
explored how output from a machine learning algorithm can be used
as input for a crowdsourcing classification task.
rq: Can crowd workers contribute data that is in line with expert
contributions?
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a.) How do classifications obtained from crowd workers performing a simplified expert classification task compare to
classifications done by experts?
b.) Do crowd workers become better at performing the task
and, if so, is that only on repeated items or also on new
items?
c.) How does the partial absence of the correct answer affect
the performance of the crowd workers?
These research questions are answered in Chapter 2. The results
from this study raised the question, what tasks users are conducting
in digital archives that the data does not (yet) support sufficiently.
The KB closely collaborates with humanities researchers to support them in their research and, in return, learn about their interests
and requirements with respect to their research. To better understand
what types of research tasks scholars perform on Delpher, and what
the key requirements for these tasks are, we interviewed humanities
scholars who regularly use large digital collections. As we know that
the documents in Delpher vary strongly in terms of data quality, we
investigated whether working with digitized collections that contain
errors influences their work.
rq: How do professional users perceive the effect of data quality on
(research) task execution?
a.) Which tasks do digital humanities scholars carry out in digital archives?
b.) What types of tasks can we identify and what is the potential impact of OCR errors on these tasks?
c.) What data do professional users require to be able to estimate the quality indicators for different task categories?
These research questions are answered in Chapter 3.
It is important to not only engage computer scientists in the discussion around tool bias, data quality and the impact they may have
on end results, but also the users of the tools. We organized a workshop to raise awareness among humanities scholars about the pitfalls
of digital tools and data, but more importantly, to find out which
aspects of digital tool use require more research.
rq: How can we better understand the impact of technology-induced
bias on specific research contexts in the Humanties?
a.) What are good examples for typical research tasks affected
by technology-induced bias or other tool limitations?
b.) What is the specific information, knowledge and skills required for scholars to be able to perform tool criticism as
part of their daily research?

1.2 research questions

c.) What are useful guidelines or best practices to identify technology-induced bias systematically?
The workshop brought together researchers from different research
domains in computer science and the humanities and inspired discussions between tool builders and tool users. These discussions were
later continued in workshops at the Digital Humanities Benelux Conference 201710 and in the context of a symposium organized by the
CLARIAH project11 . The insights gained from this workshop inspired
the development of the research questions for this thesis and thereby
influenced its general direction.
While no direct scientific results were derived from the workshop,
it provided context for the results presented in following chapters. A
summary of the discussions that took place during the workshop and
the findings are presented in Chapter 4.
The scholars we interviewed for the study presented in Chapter 3
agreed that the high error-rate in digitized archives make it very hard
to obtain reliable results. Since the retrieval system of an archive has
a major impact on the search results, we investigated retrieval bias in
the KB’s historic newspaper archive using queries collected from the
archive’s users.
rq: What types of bias can typically be found in a digital newspaper
archive?
a.) Is the access to the digitized newspaper collection influenced by a retrievability bias?
b.) Can we find a relation between features of a document
(such as document length, time of publishing, and type
of document) and its retrievability score?
c.) To what extent are retrievability experiments using simulated queries representative of the search behavior of real
users of a digital newspaper archive?
These research questions are answered in Chapter 5.
The main criticism of the scholars in our interviews was the data
quality in the archives and the fact that they do not know how it
influences the access to documents. Digital libraries therefore set up
projects to improve data quality by having (parts of) their collections
transcribed by volunteers or crowd workers. We studied the effects of
correcting OCR errors on the retrievability of documents in a historic
newspaper corpus of a digital library.
rq: How do crowd-sourced improvements of OCRed documents impact retrievability?
10 https://dhbenelux2017.eu/programme/pre-conference-events/workshop-8tool-criticism-workshop-dh-benelux-2017/

11 https://www.clariah.nl/en/new/news/symposium-on-tool-criticism
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a.) What is the relation between a document’s OCR character
error rate and its retrievability score?
b.) How does the correction of OCR errors impact the retrievability bias of the corrected documents (direct impact)?
c.) How does the correction of a fraction of error-prone documents influence the retrievability of non-corrected ones
(indirect impact)?
These research questions are answered in Chapter 6.
In Chapter 7 we present a summary of the thesis, we draw the
conclusions from the insights we gained in the studies and point out
which aspects should be further investigated.
1.3

publications

The chapters in this thesis are based on the following publications.
chapter 1 is based on the doctoral consortium paper Measuring
and Improving Data Quality of Media Collections for Professional Tasks
presented at Information Interaction in Context 2014 (IIiX 2014) by
Myriam C. Traub.
chapter 2 is based on Measuring the Effectiveness of Gamesourcing Expert Oil Painting Annotations published at the European Conference on Information Retrieval 2014 by Myriam C. Traub, Jacco
Ossenbruggen, Jiyin He, and Lynda Hardman. This work is based
on the Fish4Knowledge game designed and described by Jiyin He
in [23]. Myriam Traub adapted the game to the art domain, designed
the experiment and analyzed the results. All authors contributed to
the text.
chapter 3 is based on Impact Analysis of OCR Quality on Research
Tasks in Digital Archives published at TPDL 2015 by Myriam C. Traub,
Jacco van Ossenbruggen, and Lynda Hardman.
chapter 4 is based on the workshop report on the topic of Tool
Criticism for Digital Humanities written by Myriam Traub and Jacco
van Ossenbruggen. The workshop took place on May 22nd, 2015
in Amsterdam, NL, and was chaired by Sally Wyatt. The organizing committee further consisted of Victor de Boer, Serge ter Braake,
Jackie Hicks, Laura Hollink, Wolfgang Kaltenbrunner, Marijn Koolen
and Daan Odijk.
chapter 5 is based on Querylog-based Assessment of Retrievability
Bias in a Large Newspaper Corpus published at ACM/IEEE Joint Conference on Digital Libraries 2016 by Myriam C. Traub, Thaer Samar,

1.3 publications

Jacco van Ossenbruggen, Jiyin He, Arjen de Vries, and Lynda Hardman. Myriam Traub conducted the experiments and performed the
data analysis. Thaer Samar performed the document pre-processing,
the setup of the Indri experimental environment and contributed to
the discussion of the results. All authors contributed to the text.
chapter 6 is based on Impact of Crowdsourcing OCR Improvements
on Retrievability Bias published at ACM/IEEE Joint Conference on
Digital Libraries 2018 by Myriam C. Traub, Thaer Samar, Jacco van Ossenbruggen, and Lynda Hardman. Myriam Traub conducted the experiments and performed the data analysis. Thaer Samar performed
the document pre-processing. All authors contributed to the text.

A full list of publications by the author can be found at the end of this
thesis on page 107.
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MEASURING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF
G A M E S O U R C I N G E X P E R T O I L PA I N T I N G
A N N O TAT I O N S

Tasks that require users to have expert knowledge are difficult to
crowdsource. They are mostly too complex to be carried out by nonexperts and the available experts in the crowd are difficult to target.
Adapting an expert task into a non-expert user task, thereby enabling
the ordinary “crowd” to accomplish it, can be a useful approach.
We studied whether such a simplified version of an expert annotation task can be carried out by non-expert users. Users conducted a
gamified annotation task of oil paintings using categories from an expert vocabulary. The obtained annotations were compared with those
from experts. Our results show a significant agreement between the
annotations done by experts and non-experts, that users improve over
time and that the aggregation of users’ annotations per painting increases their precision.
2.1

introduction

Cultural heritage institutions place great value in the correct and detailed description of the works in their collections. They typically employ experts (e.g. art-historians) to annotate artworks, often using predefined terms from expert vocabularies, to facilitate search in their
collections. Experts are scarce and expensive, so that involving nonexperts has become more common. For large image archives that have
been digitized but not annotated, there are often insufficient experts
available, so that employing non-expert annotations would allow the
archive to become searchable (see for example ARTigo1 , a tagging
game based on the ESP game2 ).
In the context of a project with the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, we
take an example annotation task that is traditionally seen as too difficult for the general public, and investigate whether we can transform it into a game-style task that can be played directly, or quickly
learned while playing, by non-experts. Since we need to compare the
judgments of non-experts with those of experts, we picked a dataset
and annotation task for which expert judgments were available.
We conducted two experiments to investigate the following research
questions.

1 http://www.artigo.org/
2 http://www.gwap.com/gwap/gamesPreview/espgame/
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rq: Can crowd workers contribute data that is in line with expert
contributions?
a.) How do crowd workers performing a simplified expert classification task compare to experts?
b.) Do crowd workers become better at performing the task
and, if so, is that only on repeated items or also on new
items?
c.) How does the partial absence of the correct answer affect
the performance of the crowd workers?
The results to these research questions allow us to estimate the suitability of the non-expert annotations as part of a professional workflow and to determine whether purely non-expert input is reliable.
2.2

related work in crowdsourcing

Increasing numbers of cultural heritage institutions initiate projects
based on crowdsourcing to either enrich existing resources or create
new ones [14]. Two well-known projects in this field are the Steve Tagger3 and the Your Paintings Tagger4 . Both constitute cooperations between museum professionals and website visitors to engage visitors
with museum collections and to obtain tags that describe the content
of paintings to facilitate search.
A previous study by Hildebrand et al. suggests that expert vocabularies that are used by professional cataloguers are often too limited
to describe a painting exhaustively [27]. This gap can be closed by
making use of external thesauri from domains other than art history
(e.g. WordNet, a lexical, linguistic database5 ). The interface for this
task, however, targets professional users.
Steve Tagger and the Your Paintings Tagger focus on enriching their
artwork descriptions with information that is common knowledge
(e.g. Is a flower depicted?). The SEALINCMedia project6 focuses on
finding precise information (e.g. the Latin name of a plant) about depicted objects. To achieve this, the crowd is searched for experts who
are able to provide this very specific information [18] and a recommender system selects artworks that match the users’ expertise.
Another example for crowdsourcing expert knowledge is Umati.
Heimerl et al. transformed a vending machine into a kiosk that returns snacks for performing survey and grading tasks [24]. The restricted access to Umati in the university hallway ensured that the
participants possessed the necessary background knowledge to solve
the presented task. While their project also aims at getting expert
3
4
5
6

http://tagger.steve.museum/
http://tagger.thepcf.org.uk/
http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
http://sealincmedia.wordpress.com/

2.3 experimental setup

work done with crowdsourcing mechanisms, their approach is different from ours. Whereas they aim at attracting skilled users to accomplish the task, we give non-experts the support they need to carry out
an expert task.
Since most of these approaches target website visitors or passers-by,
rather than paid crowd workers on commercial platforms, they need
to offer an alternative source of motivation for users. Luis von Ahn’s
ESP Game [50] inspired several art tagging games developed by the
ARTigo project7 . These games seek to obtain artwork annotations by
engaging users in gameplay.
Golbeck et al. showed that tagging behavior is significantly different for abstract compared with representational paintings [22]. Users
were allowed to enter tags freely, without being limited to the use
of expert vocabularies. Since our set of images showed a similar variety in styles and periods, we also investigated whether particular
features of images had an influence on the user behavior.
He et al. investigated if and how the crowd is able to identify fish
species on photos taken by underwater cameras [23]. This task is usually carried out by marine biologists. In the study, users were asked
to identify fish species by judging the visual similarity between an
image taken from video and images showing already identified fish
species.
A common challenge of tagging projects lies in transforming the
large quantity of tags obtained through the crowd to high quality
annotations of use in a professional environment. As Galton proved
in 1907, the aggregation of the vox populi can lead to surprisingly
exact results that are “correct to within 1 per cent of the real value”
[20]. Such aggregation methods can improve the precision of user
judgments [30], a feature that can potentially be used to increase the
agreement between users and experts of our tagging game.
2.3

experimental setup

We investigated the categorization of paintings into subject types (e.g.
landscapes, portraits, still lifes, marines), which is typically considered to be an expert task. We simplified the task by changing it into
a multiple choice game with a limited, preselected set of candidates
to choose from. Each included the subject type’s label, a short explanation of its intended usage and a representative example image. To
investigate the influence of the pre-selection of the candidates on the
performance of the users, we carried out two experiments: a baseline
condition, which always had a correct answer among the presented
candidate answers, and, to simulate a more realistic setting, a condition where in 25% of the cases the correct answers had been deliberately removed.
7 http://www.artigo.org/
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Figure 2: Interface of the art game with the large query image on the upper
left. The five candidate subject types are shown below, together
with the others candidate.

2.3.1

Procedure

Users were presented with a succession of images (referred to as query
images) of paintings that they were asked to match with a suitable
subject type (see Fig. 2). We supported users by showing them a preselection of six candidates. Five of these candidates represented subject types and one of them (labeled “others”) could be used if the
assumed correct subject type was not presented. To motivate users
to annotate images correctly and to give them feedback about the
“correctness”8 of their judgments, they were awarded ten points for
judgments that agree with the expert and one point for the attempt
(even if incorrect).
The correct answer was always presented and users got direct feedback on every judgment they made. With this experiment we wanted
to find out whether (and how well) users learn under ideal conditions.
We use the data of the first experiment as a baseline for comparing
the results of the second experiment.
In the second experiment, the correct answer is not always presented.
2.3.2

Experiments conducted

We adapted the online tagging game used for the Fish4Knowledge
project [23]. On the login page of the game, we provide a detailed
description of the game including screenshots, instructions and the
rules of the game.

8 By “correct” we mean that a given judgment agrees with the expert.

2.3 experimental setup

baseline condition For each query image, we selected one candidate that, according to the expert ratings, represents a correct subject type and three candidates representing related, but incorrect, subject types. One candidate was chosen randomly from the remaining
subject types. For cases, when there were only two related but incorrect subject types available, we showed two incorrect random ones, so
the total number of candidates would remain six (including the others
candidate). The categorization of similar subject types was done manually and is based on their similarity. An example of related subject
types is figure, full-length figure, half figure, portrait and allegory.
imperfect condition In this setting, the correct candidate is
not presented in 25% of the cases. This is used to find out how good
the learning performance of users is when the candidate selection
is done by an automated technique that may fail to find a correct
candidate in its top five. The selection of the candidates was the same
as in the baseline experiment, for the missing correct candidate we
added another incorrect candidate.
2.3.3

Materials

The expert dataset [57] provides annotations of subject types for the
paintings of the Steve Tagger project by experts from the Rijksmuseum
Amsterdam. We selected 168 expert annotations for 125 paintings (Table 1). The number of annotations per painting ranged from four (for
one painting) to only one (for 83 paintings). These multiple classifications are considered correct: a painting showing an everyday scene
on a beach9 can be classified as seascapes, genre, full-length figure and
landscapes. This, however, makes our classification task more difficult.
query images The images used as query images are a subset of
the thumbnails of paintings from the Steve Tagger10 data set. The
paintings are diverse in origin, subject, degree of abstraction and style
of painting. Apart from the image, we provided no further information about the painting. Within the first ten images that were presented to the user, there were no repetitions. Afterwards, images may
have been presented again with a 50% chance. The repetitions gave
us more insight on the performance of the users.
candidates A candidate consists of an image, a label (subject
type) and a description. For each subject type we selected one representative image from the corresponding Wikipedia page11 . The main
criterion for the selection was that the painting should show typical
9 http://tagger.steve.museum/steve/object/280
10 http://tagger.steve.museum/
11 E.g.: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maesta
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Subject type

Annotations

full-length figures

40

landscapes

33

half figures

13

allegories, history paintings, portraits,

8

animal paintings, genre, kacho, figures
townscapes

6

flower pieces

5

marines, cityscapes, maesta, seascapes, still lifes

3

Table 1: Used subject types and the number of expert annotations.

characteristics. The candidates were labeled with the names of the
subject types from the Art & Architecture Thesaurus12 (AAT) which
comprises in total more than 100 subject types. The representative
images were intended to give users a first visual indication of which
subject type might qualify and it made it easier for users to remember
it. If this was not sufficient for them to judge the image, they could
verify their assumption by displaying short descriptions taken from
the AAT, for example:
Marines:
“Creative works that depict scenes having to do with ships, shipbuilding, or
harbors. For creative works depicting the ocean or other large body of water
where the water itself dominates the scene, use ‘seascapes’. ”13
The descriptions of the subject types are important, as the differences between some subject types are subtle.
2.3.4

Participants

Participants were recruited over social networks and mailing lists. For
the analysis we used 21 for the first experiment and 17 in the second
one, in total 38, after removing three users who made fewer than five
annotations. The majority of the participants have a technical professional background and no art-historical background. In the baseline
condition, users who scored at least 400 received a small reward.

12 http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/aat/index.html
13 http://www.getty.edu/vow/AATFullDisplay?find=marines&logic=AND&note=
&english=N&prev_page=1&subjectid=300235692
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Figure 3: Percentage of correct annotations per user (y-axis) and the number of annotations (x-axis) for both experimental conditions. Each
point represents the annotations from one user.

2.3.5

Limitations

Our image collection comprised 125 paintings, and compared with a
museum’s collection this is a small number. Because of the repetitions,
the number of paintings that the user saw only increased gradually
over time, which would have made it possible to successively introduce a larger number of images to the users. This, however, would
have made it difficult to obtain the necessary ground truth.
In the available ground truth data, each painting was judged by
only one expert, which prevents us from measuring agreement among
experts. This measurement might have revealed inconsistencies in the
data that influenced users’ performance.
In realistic cases, ground truth will be available for only a small
fraction of the data. To apply to such datasets, our setting needs other
means of selecting the candidates. This can be realized, for example,
by using the output of an imperfect machine learning algorithm, or
by taking the results of another crowdsourcing platform. We think it
is realistic to assume that in such settings the correct answer is not
always among the results, and acknowledge that the frequency of this
really happening may differ from the 25% we assumed in our second
experiment.
The game did not go viral, which can mean that incentives for the
users to play the game and/or the marketing could be improved.
2.4

results

An overview of the results of all users of both experiments shows a
large variation in number of judgments and precision (Fig. 3). Users
who judged more images also tend to have higher precision. This
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might suggest that users indeed learn to better carry out the task or
that well-performing users played more.
In both conditions, all users who finished at least one round of
50 images performed much better than a random selection of the
candidates (with a precision of 17%), suggesting that we do not have
real spammers amongst our players. On average, the precision of the
users in the baseline condition (56%) is higher than in the imperfect
condition (37%). This indicates that the imperfect condition is more
difficult. This is in line with our expectations: in order to agree with
the expert, users in the imperfect condition sometimes need to select
the other candidate instead of a candidate subject type that might look
very similar to the subject type chosen by the expert.
2.4.1

Agreement per subject type

To understand the agreement between experts and users, we measure
precision and recall per subject type. Precision is the number of agreedupon judgments for a subject type divided by the total judgments
given by users for that subject type. Recall is the number of agreedupon judgments for a subject type divided by the total judgments
given by the expert for that subject type.
Both measures are visualized in confusion heatmaps (Fig.s 4 - 7).
The rows represent the experts’ judgements, while the columns show
how the users classified the images. The shade of the cells visualizes the value of that cell as the fraction of the users’ total votes for
that specific subject type. Darker cells on the diagonal indicate higher
agreement, while other dark cells indicate disagreement.
Some subject types score low on precision: cityscapes is frequently
chosen by non-experts when the expert used landscapes or townscapes,
while users select history paintings where the expert sees figures (Fig.
4). On the other hand, flower pieces and animal paintings score high on
both precision and recall. Selecting the others candidate did not return
points in the baseline condition, and some players reported to have
noticed this and did not use this candidate afterwards. With 243 others
judgements out of a total of 5640, it received relatively few clicks. The
agreement between users and experts is substantial (Cohen’s Kappa
of 0.65), we see a clear diagonal of darker color.
Aggregating user judgements by using majority voting (Fig. 5), removes some deviations from the experts’ judgments (Cohen’s Kappa
of 0.87) to almost perfect agreement. For example, all cityscapes judgments by users for cases where expert judged landscapes are overruled
in the voting process and this major source of disagreement in Fig. 4
disappears. There is only one case where the expert judged townscapes
and the majority vote of the users remained cityscapes. The painting
description states that it shows “a dramatic bird’s eye view of Broad-
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Figure 4: Despite many deviations, the graph shows a colored diagonal representing an agreement between non-experts and experts. The task
therefore seems to be difficult but still manageable for users.

way and Wall Street”14 in New York. Therefore, townscapes cannot
be the correct subject type and users were right to disagree with the
expert. Most others judgments are largely eliminated by the majority voting. However, three paintings remain classified as others by the
majority which indicates a very strong disagreement with the experts’
judgment. One of these paintings does not show a settlement, but in
an abstract way depicts a bomb store in the “interior of the mine”15 .
The other two show a carpet merchant in Cairo16 and the “Entry of
Christ into Jerusalem”17 , both being representations of large cities
and therefore incorrectly categorized as townscapes by the expert.
In the imperfect condition, the confusion heatmaps are similar, however, the disagreement between users and experts is higher. The others
candidate was the correct option in 25% of the cases. The users made
more use of it, as shown by the higher numbers in the first column of
Fig. 7. The agreement in the allegories column is, with 13%, even below chance. Majority voting increases the precision, but only to 20%.
14
15
16
17

http://www.clevelandart.org/art/1977.43
http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/bomberg-bomb-store-t06998
https://collections.artsmia.org/index.php?page=detail&id=10361
http://tagger.steve.museum/steve/object/172
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Figure 5: The “Wisdom of the Crowd” effect eliminates many deviations of
the non-experts’ judgements from the experts’ judgements. However, there are still deviations for similar subject types such as
cityscapes and townscapes.

The AAT defines this subject type to “express complex abstract ideas,
for example works that employ symbolic, fictional figures and actions
to express truths or generalizations about human conduct or experience”. Therefore, it is very difficult to recognize an allegory as such
without context information about the painting. User judgments diverging from the expert’s judgments are largely removed by majority
vote. The “Wisdom of the Crowd” effect, however, is not as strong as
in the baseline condition. It raised the Cohen’s Kappa from 0.47 to a
(still) moderate agreement of 0.55.
We further analyzed the agreement of the non-experts and the experts on image level in the baseline condition. The broad range from
2% to 98% indicates very strong (dis-)agreement for some cases. In
the images with the highest agreement, the relation between the depicted scenes and the subject type is intuitively comprehensible: the
images with 98% agreement show flowers (flower pieces), monkeys
(animal painting) and a still life (still lifes). An entirely different picture emerges, when we look at the images with low agreement. We
presented the most striking cases to an expert from the Rijksmuseum
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Figure 6: The others candidate attracted many user votes. Compared to the
baseline condition, the diagonal is less prominent, meaning that
the agreement is lower in most cases.

Amsterdam to re-evaluate the experts’ judgments and we identified
two main reasons for disagreement: users would have needed additional information, such as the title, to classify the painting correctly;
the expert annotations were incomplete or incorrect.
2.4.2

Performance over time

The improvement of the users’ precision over time does not necessarily mean that they have learned how to solve the problem (generalization), but that they “only” have learned the correct solution for a
concrete problem (memorizing).
memorizing A learning effect is evident in the performance curve
of the users for repeated images (Fig. 8). In the baseline condition,
users had an initial success rate of 56% correct judgments. After seven
repetitions, they judged 90% of the query images correctly. In the imperfect condition, the performance is consistently lower. The difference between the first appearance of an image (success rate of 36%)
and the fifth appearance of an image (success rate of 46%) is lower
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Figure 7: The aggregation of user votes could compensate some of the deviations from agreement, however the additional others candidate
had a negative effect on the agreement for allegories, genre and
kacho.

than in the baseline experiment where we see an increase of 25 percent units. The lines in Fig. 8 were cut off after eleven repetitions for
the baseline condition and five repetitions for the imperfect condition
because the number of judgments dropped below 15. We further analyzed the results of a fixed homogeneous population of seven (baseline) and eight (imperfect) users. The outcomes were nearly identical
for both conditions. These results show that users in the baseline condition improve on memorizing the correct subject type for a specific
image. The differences between the two conditions indicate that users
found it more difficult to learn the subject types in the imperfect condition.
generalization The judgement performance of users on the
first appearances of images indicates whether they are able to generalize and apply the knowledge to unseen query images. If users learn
to generalize, it is likely that they will improve over time at judging
images that they have not seen before. Judgement precision increases
throughout gameplay for both conditions (see Fig. 9). While users
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Figure 8: Learning curves (lines) for the memorization effect of repeated images and numbers on annotations (bars) per repetition.

in the baseline experiment started with a success rate of 44%, they
reach 90% after about 250 images. Users in the imperfect condition
started at a much lower rate of 33% and increase to 60%, after about
150 images. The declining number of images that are new to the user
and the declining number of users that got so far in the game, lead
to a drop in available judgments at later stages in the game. Therefore, we cut the graphs at sequence numbers 400 (baseline) and 160
(imperfect).
Our findings show that users can learn to accomplish the presented
simplified expert task. This does not mean, however, that they would
perform equally well if confronted with the “real” expert task. Users
were given assistance by reducing the number of candidates from
more than one hundred to six, they were provided a visual key (example image) to aid memorization and a short description of the subject
type. A way to increase the success rate in a realistic setting would be
to train users on a “perfect” data set and after passing a predefined
success threshold, introduce “imperfect” data into the game.
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Figure 9: Users’ performance for first appearances of images that occur in
different stages of the game (lines) and number of annotations
(bars).

2.5

conclusions

Our study investigates the use of crowdsourcing for a task that normally requires specific expert knowledge. Such a task could be relevant to facilitate search by improving metadata on non-textual data
sets, but also in crowdsourcing relevance judgments for more complex data in a more classic IR setting.
Our main finding is that non-experts are able to learn to categorize
paintings into subject types of the AAT thesaurus in our simplified
set-up. We studied two conditions, one with the expert choice always
present, and one in which the expert choice had been removed in 25%
of the cases. Although the agreement between experts of the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam and non-experts for the first condition is higher,

2.5 conclusions

the agreement in the imperfect condition is still acceptably high. We
found that the aggregation of votes leads to a noticeable “Wisdom
of the Crowds” effect and increases the precision of the users’ votes.
While this removed many deviations of the users’ judgments from
the experts’ judgments, on some images, the disagreement remained.
We consulted an expert and identified two main reasons: Either the
annotations by the experts were incomplete or incorrect or the correct
classification required knowing context information of the paintings
that was not given to the users.
The analysis of user performance over time showed that users learned
to carry out the task with higher precision the longer they play. This
holds for repeated images (memorization) as well as new images (generalization).
The next step is to balance the interdependencies of the three players: experts, automatic methods and gamers. We hope that reducing
their weaknesses (scarce, requiring much training data, insufficient
expertise) by directing the interplay of their strengths (ability to provide: high quality data, high quantity data, high quality when trained
and assisted) can lead to a quickly growing collection of high quality
annotations.
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I M PA C T A N A LY S I S O F O C R Q U A L I T Y O N
R E S E A R C H TA S K S I N D I G I TA L A R C H I V E S

Humanities scholars increasingly rely on digital archives for their research instead of time-consuming visits to physical archives. This
shift in research method has the hidden cost of working with digitally processed historical documents: how much trust can a scholar
place in noisy representations of source texts? In a series of interviews with historians about their use of digital archives, we found
that scholars are aware that optical character recognition (OCR) errors may bias their results. They were, however, unable to quantify
this bias or to indicate what information they would need to estimate
it. This, however, would be important to assess whether the results
are publishable. Based on the interviews and a literature study, we
provide a classification of scholarly research tasks that gives account
of their susceptibility to specific OCR-induced biases and the data
required for uncertainty estimations. We conducted a use case study
on a national newspaper archive with example research tasks. From
this we learned what data is typically available in digital archives and
how it could be used to reduce and/or assess the uncertainty in result sets. We conclude that the current knowledge situation on the
users’ side as well as on the tool makers’ and data providers’ side is
insufficient and needs to be improved.
3.1

introduction

Humanities scholars use the growing numbers of documents available in digital archives not only because they are more easily accessible but also because they support new research tasks, such as pattern
mining and trend analysis. Especially for old documents, the results
of OCR processing are far from perfect. While improvements in pre/post-processing and in the OCR technology itself lead to lower error rates, the results are still not error-free. Scholars need to assess
whether the trends they find in the data represent real phenomena
or result from tool-induced bias. It is unclear to what extent current
tools support this assessment task. To our knowledge, no research
has investigated how scholars can be supported in assessing the data
quality for their specific research tasks.
In order to find out what research tasks scholars typically carry
out on a digital newspaper archive (RQ1) and to what extent scholars experienced OCR quality to be an obstacle in their research, we
conducted interviews with humanities scholars (Section 3.2). From
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the information gained in the interviews, we were able to classify the
research tasks and describe potential impact of OCR quality on these
tasks (RQ2). With a literature study, we investigated, how digitization
processes in archives influence the OCR quality, how Information Retrieval (IR) copes with error-prone data and what workarounds scholars use to correct for potential biases (Section 3.3). Finally, we report
on insights we gained from our use case study on the digitization
process within a large newspaper archive (Section 3.4) and we give
examples of what data scholars need to be able to estimate the quality
indicators for different task categories (RQ3).
3.2

interviews: usage of digital archives by historians

We originally started our series of interviews to find out what research tasks humanities scholars typically perform on digital archives,
and what innovative additions they would like to see implemented
in order to provide (better) support for these research tasks. We were
especially interested in new ways of supporting quantitative analysis,
pattern identification and other forms of distant reading. We chose
our interviewees based on their prior involvement in research projects
that made use of digital newspaper archives and / or on their involvement in publications about digital humanities research. We stopped
after interviewing only four scholars, for reasons we describe below.
Our chosen methodology was a combination of a structured personal
account and a time line interview as applied by Bron and Brown,
[11, 12]. The former was used to stimulate scholars to report on their
research and the latter to stimulate reflection on differences in tasks
used for different phases of research. The interviews were recorded
either during a personal meeting (P1, P2, P4) or during a Skype call
(P3), transcribed and summarized. We sent the summaries to the interviewees to make sure that we covered the interviews correctly.
We interviewed four experts. (P1) is a Dutch cultural historian with
an interest in representations of World War II in contemporary media. (P2) is a Dutch scholar specializing in modern European Jewish
history with an interest in the implications of digital humanities on
research practices in general. (P3) is a cultural historian from the UK,
whose focus is the cultural history of the nineteenth century. (P4) is
a Dutch contemporary historian who reported to have a strong interest in exploring new research opportunities enabled by the digital
humanities.
All interviewees reported to use digital archives, but mainly in the
early phases of their research. In the exploration phase the archives
were used to get an overview of a topic, to find interesting research
questions and relevant data for further exploration. In case they had
never used an archive before, they would first explore the content the
archive can provide for a particular topic (see Table 2, E9). At later

3.2 interviews: usage of digital archives by historians

ID

Interview Example

Category

E1

P1

Representation of Anne Frank
in post-war media

T2

E3

P1

Contextualizing
sources used

with

T4

E4

P2

Comparisons of two digitized
editions of a book to find differences in word use

T4

E5

P3

Tracing jokes through time and
across newspapers

T3

E6

P3

Plot ngrams frequencies to investigate how ideas and words
enter a culture

T1/T3

E7

P3

Sophisticated analysis of language in newspapers

T4

E8

P3

First mention of a newly introduced word

T1

E9

P3 /P4

Getting an overview of the
archive’s contents

T2

E11

P4

Finding newspaper articles on a
particular event

T2

LDJ

Table 2: Categorization of the examples for research tasks mentioned in the
interviews. Task type T1 aims to find the first mention of a concept.
Tasks of type T2 aim to find a subset with relevant documents. T3
includes tasks investigating quantitative results over time and T4
describes tasks using external tools on archive data.

stages, more specific searches are performed to find material about a
certain time period or event. The retrieved items would later be used
for close reading. For example, P1 is interested in the representations
of Anne Frank in post-war newspapers and tried to collect as many
relevant newspaper articles as possible E1. P3 reports on studies of
introductions of new words into the vocabulary E8. Three of the interviewees (P1, P3, P4) mentioned that low OCR quality is a serious
obstacle, an issue that is also reflected extensively in the literature
[10, 16, 38]. For some research tasks, the interviewees reported to
have come up with workarounds. P1 sometimes manages to find the
desired items by narrowing down search to newspaper articles from
a specific time period, instead of using keyword search. However, this
strategy is not applicable to all tasks.
Due to the higher error rate in old material and the absence of quality measures, they find it hard to judge whether a striking pattern in
the data represents an interesting finding or whether it is a result
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of a systematic error in the technology. According to P1, the print
quality of illegal newspapers from the WWII period is significantly
worse than the quality of legal newspapers because of the conditions
under which they were produced. As a consequence, it is very likely
that they will suffer from a higher error rate in the digital archive,
which in turn may cause a bias in search results. When asked how
this uncertainty is dealt with, P4 reported to try to explain it in the
publications. The absence of error measures and information about
possible preconceptions of the used search engine, however, made
this very difficult. P3 reported to have manually collected data for
a publication to generate graphs tracing words and jokes over time
(see E5, E6 in Table 2) as the archive did not provide this functionality. Today, P3 would not trust the numbers enough to use them for
publications again.
P2 and P3 stated that they would be interested in using the data
for analysis independently from the archive’s interfaces. Tools for text
analysis, such as Voyant1 , were mentioned by both scholars (E3, E4,
E7). The scholars could not indicate how such tools would be influenced by OCR errors. We asked the scholars whether they could point
out what requirements should be met in order to better facilitate research tasks in digital archives. P3 thought it would be impossible
to find universal methodological requirements, as the requirements
vary largely between scholars of different fields and their tasks.
We classified the tasks that were mentioned by the scholars in the
interviews according to their similarities and requirements towards
OCR quality. The first mention of a concept, such as a new word or
concept would fall into category T1. T2 comprises tasks that aim to
create a subcollection of the archive’s data, e.g. to get to know the
content of the archive or to select items for close reading. Tasks that
relate word occurrences to a time period or make comparisons over
different sources or queries are summarized in T3. Some archives
allow the extraction of (subsets of) the collection data. This allows the
use of specialized tools, which constitutes the last category T4.
We asked P1, P2 and P4 about the possibilities of more quantitative tools on top of the current digital archive, and in all cases the
interviewees’ response was that no matter what tools were added by
the archive, they were unlikely to trust any quantitative results derived from processing erroneous OCRed text. P2 explicitly stated that
while he did publish results based on quantitative methods in the
past, he would not use the same methods again due to the potential
of technology-induced bias.
None of our interviews turned out to be useful with respect to our
quest into innovative analysis tools. The reason for this was the perceived low OCR quality, and the not well-understood susceptibility of
the interviewees’ research tasks to OCR errors. Therefore, we decided
1 http://voyant-tools.org/
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to change the topic of our study to better understanding the impact
of OCR errors on specific research tasks. We stopped our series of interviews and continued with a literature study on the impact of OCR
quality on specific research tasks.
3.3

literature study

To find out how the concerns of the scholars are addressed by data
custodians and by research in the field of computer science, we reviewed available literature.
The importance of OCR in the digitization process of large digital libraries is a well-researched topic [28, 34, 47, 51]. However, these
studies are from the point of view of the collection owner, and not
from the perspective of the scholar using the library or archive. Usercentric studies on digital libraries typically focus on user interface
design and other usability issues [19, 58, 59]. To make the entry barrier to the digital archive as low as possible, interfaces often try to
hide technical details of the underlying tool chain as much as possible. While this makes it easier for scholars to use the archive, it also
denies them the possibility to investigate potential tool-induced bias.
There is ample research into how to reduce the error rates of OCRed
text in a post-processing phase. For example, removing common errors, such as the “long s”-to-f confusion or the soft-hyphen splitting of
word tokens, has shown to improve Named Entity Recognition. This,
however, did not increase the overall quality to a sufficient extent as it
addressed only 12% of the errors in the chosen sample [2]. Focusing
on overall tool performance or performance on representative samples of the entire collection, such studies provide little information
on the impact of OCR errors on specific queries carried out on specific subsets of a collection. It is this specific type of information we
need, however, to be able to estimate the impact on our interviewees’
research questions. We found only one study that aimed at generating high-quality OCR data and evaluating the impact of its quality on
a specific set of research questions [42]. Strange et al. found that the
impact of OCR errors is not substantial for a task that compares two
subsets of the corpus [42]. For a different task, the retrieval of a list of
the most significant words (in this case, describing moral judgement),
however, recall and precision were considered too low.
Another line of research focuses on how to improve OCR tools or
on using separate tools for improving OCR output in a post-processing
step [32], for example by using input from the public [29]. Unfortunately, the actual extent, to which this crowdsourcing initiative has
contributed to a higher accuracy has not been measured. While effective use of such studies may reduce the error rate, they do not
help to better estimate the impact of the remaining errors on specific cases. Even worse, since such tools (and especially human input)
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add another layer of complexity and potential errors, they may also
add more uncertainty to these estimates. Most studies on the impact
of OCR errors are in the area of ad-hoc IR, where the consensus is
that for long texts and noisy OCR errors, retrieval performance remains remarkably good for relatively high error rates [43]. On short
texts, however, the retrieval effectiveness drops significantly [17, 36].
In contrast, information extraction tools suffer significantly when applied to OCR output with high error rates [45]. Studies carried out
on unreliable OCR data sets often leave the OCR bias implicit. Some
studies explicitly protect themselves from OCR issues and other technological bias by averaging over large sets of different queries and by
comparing patterns found for a specific query set to those of other
queries sets [1]. This method, however, is not applicable to the examples given by our interviewees, since many of their research questions
are centered around a single or small number of terms.
Many approaches aiming at improving the data quality in digital archives have in common that they partially reduce the error
rate, either by improving overall quality, or by eliminating certain
error types. None of these approaches, however, can remove all errors. Therefore, even when applying all of these steps to their data,
scholars still need to be able to quantify the remaining errors and
assess their impact on their research tasks.
3.4

use case: ocr impact on research tasks in a newspaper archive

To study OCR impact on specific scholarly tasks in more detail, we
investigated OCR-related issues of concrete queries on a specific digital archive: the historic newspaper archive2 of the National Library
of The Netherlands (KB). It contains over 10 million Dutch newspaper pages from the period 1618 to 1995, which are openly available
via the Web. For each item, the library publishes the scanned images, the OCR-ed texts and the metadata records. Its easy access and
rich content make the archive an extremely rich resource for research
projects3 .
3.4.1

Task: First mention of a concept

One of the tasks often mentioned during our interviews was finding
the first mention of a term (task T1 in Section 3.2). For this task, scholars can typically deal with a substantial lack of precision caused by
OCR errors, since they can detect false positives by manually checking the matches. The key requirement is recall. Scholars want to be
sure that the document with the first mention was not missed due to
2 www.delpher.nl/kranten
3 See lab.kbresearch.nl for examples.
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Figure 10: Confusing the “long s” for an “f” is a common OCR error in
historic texts.

OCR errors. This requires a 100% recall score, which is unrealistic for
large digital archives. As a second best, they need to minimize the
risk of missing the first mention to a level that is acceptable in their
research field. The question remains how to establish this level, and to
what extent archives support achieving this level. To understand how
a scholar could assess the reliability of their results with currently
available data, we aim to find the first mention of “Amsterdam” in
the KB newspaper archive. A naive first approach is to simply order
the results on the query “Amsterdam” by publication date. This returned a newspaper dated October 25, 1642 as the earliest mention.
We then explore different methods to assess the reliability of this result. We first tried to better understand the corpus and the way it
was produced, then we tried to estimate the impact of the OCR errors based on the confidence values reported by the OCR engine, and
finally we tried to improve our results by incremental improvement
our search strategy.
3.4.1.1 Understanding the digitization pipeline
We started by obtaining more information on the archive’s digitization pipeline, in particular details about the OCR process, and potential post-processing steps.
Unfortunately, little information about the pipeline is given on the
KB website. The website warns users that the OCR text contains errors4 , and as an example mentions the known problem of the “long
s” in historic documents (see Fig. 10), which causes OCR software
to mistake the ’s’ for an ’f’. The page does not provide quantitative
information on OCR error rates.
After contacting library personnel, we learned that formal evaluation on OCR error rates or on precision/recall scores of the archive’s
search engine had not been performed so far. The digitization had
been a project spanning multiple years, and many people directly
involved no longer worked for the library. Parts of the process had
been outsourced to a third party company, and not all details of this
process are known to the library. We believe this practice is typical
for many archives. We further learned that article headings had been
manually corrected for the entire archive, and that no additional error correction or other post-processing had been performed. We concluded that for the first mention task, our inquires provided insufficient information to be directly helpful.
4 http://www.delpher.nl/nl/platform/pages/?title=kwaliteit+(ocr)
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3.4.1.2

Uncertainty estimation: using confidence values

Next, we tried to use the confidence values reported by the OCR engine to assess the reliability of our result. The ALTO XML5 files used
to publish the OCR texts do not only contain the text as it was output
by the OCR engine, they also contain confidence values generated by
the OCR software for each page, word and character. For example,
this page6 , contains:
1 <Page ID="P2" ... PC="0.507">

Here, PC is a confidence value between 0 (low) and 1 (high confidence). Similar values are available for every word and character in
the archive:
<String ID="P2_ST00800" ... CONTENT="AM" ...
SUBS_CONTENT="AMSTERDAM." WC="0.45" CC="594"/>
<String ID="P2_ST00801" ... CONTENT="STERDAM." ...
4
SUBS_CONTENT="AMSTERDAM." WC="0.30" CC="46778973"/>

Here, WC is the word-level confidence, again expressed as a value
between 0 and 1. CC is the character-level confidence, expressed as
a string of values between 0-9, with one digit for each character. In
this case, 0 indicates high, and 9 indicates low confidence. This is an
example for a word that was split by a hyphen. The representation of
its two parts as “subcontent” of “AMSTERDAM” assures its retrieval
by the search engine of delpher.
1 <String ID="P2_ST00766" ... CONTENT="Amfterdam,"

WC="0.36" CC="0866869771"/>

For the last example, this means the software has lower confidence
in the correct “m”, than in the incorrect “f”. Note that since the above
XML data is available for each individual word, it is a huge dataset in
absolute size, that could, potentially, provide uncertainty information
on a very fine-grained level. For this, we need to find out what these
values mean and/or how they have been computed. However, the
archive’s website provides no information about how the confidence
values have been calculated.
Again, from the experts in the library, we learned that the default
word level confidence scores were increased if the word was found
in a given list with correct Dutch words. Later, this was improved
by replacing the list with contemporary Dutch words by a list with
historic spelling. Unfortunately, it is not possible to reproduce which
word lists have been used on what part of the archive.
Another limitation is that even if we could calibrate the OCR confidence values to meaningful estimates, they could only be used to
estimate how many of the matches found are likely false positives.
5 http://www.loc.gov/standards/alto/
6 http://resolver.kb.nl/resolve?urn=ddd:010633906:mpeg21:p002:alto
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Category

Confusion ma- CV output
trix

CV
tives

available for:

sample only

not available

T1 1st mention of x

find all queries estimated pre- improve recall
for x, impracti- cision not helpcal
ful

T2
Selecting
subset
relevant to x

as above

T3. Pattern
over time x

pattern sum- estimates
marized over of
corrected
set
of
alt. precision
queries

T3.a
Compare x1 and
x2

warn for diff. as above, warn as above
susceptibility
for diff. distrito errors
bution of CVs

T3.b
Compare corpus1
and corpus2

as above

full corpus

alterna-

estimated pre- improve recall
cision, requires
improved UI

as above

estimates
of
corrected recall

as above

Table 3: The different types of tasks require different levels of quality. Quality indicators can be used to generate better estimates of the quality
and also (to some extent) to compensate low quality. x stands for an
abstract concept that is the focus of interest in the research task.

They provide little or no information on the false negatives, since all
confidence values related to characters that were considered as potential alternatives to the character chosen by the OCR engine have not
been preserved in the output and are lost forever. For this research
task, this is the information we would need to estimate or improve
recall. We thus conclude that we failed in using the confidence values to estimate the likelihood that our result indeed represented the
first mention of “Amsterdam” in the archive. We summarized our
output in Table 3, where for T1 we indicate that using the confusion
matrix is impractical, using the out confidence values (CV output) is
not helpful, and using the confidence values of the alternatives (CV
alternatives) could have improved recall, but we do not have the data.
3.4.1.3 Incremental improvement of the search strategy
We observed that the “long s” warning given on the archive’s website
is directly applicable to our query. Therefore, to improve on our original query, we also queried for “Amfterdam”. This indeed results in an
earlier mention: July 27, 1624. This result, however, is based on our
anecdotal knowledge about the “long s problem”. It illustrates the
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need for a more systematic approach to deal with spelling variants.
While the archive provides a feature to do query expansion based
on historic spelling variants, it provides no suggestions for “Amsterdam”. Querying for known spelling variants mentioned on the Dutch
history of Amsterdam Wikipedia page also did result in earlier mentions.
To see what other OCR-induced misspellings of Amsterdam we
should query for, we compared a ground truth data set with the associated OCR texts. For this, we used the dataset7 created in the context
of the European IMPACT project. It includes a sample of 1024 newspaper pages, but these had not been completely finished by end of
the project. This explains why this data has not been used in a evaluation of the archive’s OCR quality. Because of changes in the identifier
scheme used, we could only map 265 ground truth pages to the corresponding OCR text in the archive. For these, we manually corrected
the ground truth for 134 pages, and used these to compute a confusion table8 . This matrix could be used to generate a set of alternative
queries based on all OCR errors that occur in the ground truth dataset.
Our matrix contains a relatively small number of frequent errors, and
it seems doable to use them to manually generate a query set that
would cover the majority of errors. We decided to look at the top
ten confusions and use the ones applicable to our query. All combinations of confusions resulted in 23 alternative spelling variations of
“Amsterdam”. When we queried for the misspellings, we found hits
for all variations, except one, “Amfcordam”. None, however, yielded
an earlier result than our previous query.
This method could, however, be implemented as a feature in the
user interface, the same way as historic spelling variants are supported9 . Again, the issue is that for a specific case, it is hard to predict
whether such a future would help, or merely provide more false positives.
Our matrix also contains a very long tail with infrequent errors, and
for this specific task, it is essential to take all of them into account.
This makes our query set very large and while this may not be a
technical problem for many state of the art search engines, the current
user interface of the archive does not support such queries. More
importantly, the long tail also implies that we need to assume that
our ground truth does not cover all OCR errors that are relevant for
our task.
We conclude that while the use of a confusion matrix does not
guarantee finding the first mention of a term, it would be useful to
publish such a matrix on each digital archive’s website. Just using
the most frequent confusions can already help user to avoid the most
7 lab.kbresearch.nl/static/html/impact.html
8 available on http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.1448810
9 http://www.delpher.nl/nl/platform/pages/?title=zoekhulp
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frequent errors, even in a manual setting. Systematic queries for all
known variants would require more advanced backend support.
Fortunately, it lies in the nature of our task that with every earlier
mention we can confirm, we can also narrow the search space by
defining a new upper bound. In our example, the dataset with pages
published before our 1624 upper bound is sufficiently small to allow
manual inspection. The first page in the archive of the same title as the
1624 page, is published in 1619, and has a mention of “Amsterdam”.
It is on the very bottom of the page in a sentence that is completely
missing in the OCR text. This explains why our earlier strategy has
missed it. The very earliest page in the archive at the time of writing
is from June 1618. Its OCR text contains “Amfterftam”. Our earlier
searches missed this one because it is a very rare variant which did
not occur in the ground truth data. While we now have found our first
mention in the archive with 100% certainty, we found it by manual,
not automatic means. Our strategy would not have worked when
the remaining dataset would have been too large to allow manual
inspection.
3.4.2

Analysis of other tasks

We also analyzed the other tasks in the same way. For brevity, we
only report our findings to the extent they are different from task T1.
For T2, selecting a subset on a topic for close reading, the problem
is that a single random OCR error might cause the scholar to miss a
single important document as in T1. In addition, a systematic error
might result in a biased selection of the sources chosen for close reading, which might be an even bigger problem. Unfortunately, using
the confusion matrix is again not practical. The CV output could be
useful to improve precision for research topics where the archive contains too many relevant hits, and selecting only hits above a certain
confidence threshold might be useful. This requires, however, the user
interface to support filtering on confidence values. For the CV alternatives, they again could be used to improve recall, but it is unclear
against what precision.
For task T3, plotting frequencies of a term over time, the issue is
no longer whether or not the system can find the right documents,
as in T1 and T2, but if the system can provide the right counts of
term occurrences despite the OCR errors. Here, the long tail of the
confusion matrix might be less of a problem, as we may choose to
only query for the most common mistakes, assuming that the pattern
in the total counts will not be affected much by the infrequent ones.
CV output could be used to lower counts for low precision results,
while CV alternatives could be used to increase counts for low recall
matches. For T3.a, a variant of T3 where the occurrence over time of
one term is compared to another, the confusion matrix could also be
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used to warn scholars if one term is more susceptible to OCR errors
than the other. Likewise, a different distribution of the CV output
for the two terms might be flagged in the interface to warn scholars
about potential bias. For T3.b, a variant where the occurrence of a
term in different newspapers is analyzed, the CV values could likely
be used to indicate different distributions in the sources, for example
to warn for systematic errors caused by differences in print quality or
fonts between the two newspapers.
For task T4 (not in the table), the use of OCRed texts in other tools,
our findings are also mainly negative. Very few text analysis tools
can, for example, deal with different confidence values in their input, apart from the extensive standardization these would require for
the input/output formats and interpretation of these values. Additionally, many tools suffer from the same limitation that only their
overall performance on a representative sample of the data has been
evaluated, and little is known about their performance on a specific
use case outside that sample. By stacking this uncertainty on top of
the uncertain OCR errors, predicting its behavior for a specific case
will be even harder.
3.5

conclusions

Through interviews we conducted with scholars, we learned that
while the uncertain quality of OCRed text in archives is seen as a
serious obstacle to wider adaption of digital methods in the humanities, few scholars can quantify the impact of OCR errors on their
own research tasks. We collected concrete examples of research tasks,
and classified them into categories. We analyzed the categories for
their susceptibility to OCR errors, and illustrated the issues with an
example attempt to assess and reduce the impact of OCR errors on
a specific research task. From our literature study, we conclude that
while OCR quality is a widely studied topic, this is typically done in
terms of tool performance. We claim to be the first to have addressed
the topic from the perspective of impact on specific research tasks of
humanity scholars.
Our analysis shows that for many research tasks, the problem cannot be solved with better but still imperfect OCR software. Assessing
the impact of the imperfections on a specific use case remains important.
To improve upon the current situation, we think the communities
involved should begin to approach the problem from the user perspective. This starts with understanding better how digital archives
are used for specific tasks, by better documenting the details of the
digitization process and by preserving all data that is created during
the process. Finally, humanity scholars need to transfer their valuable
tradition of source criticism into the digital realm, and more openly

3.5 conclusions

criticize the potential limitations and biases of the digital tools we
provide them with.
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In May 2015 we organized a workshop on Tool Criticism for Digital
Humanities together with the eHumanities group of KNAW1 and the
Amsterdam Data Science Center2 . The goal of this workshop was to
bring together people with an interest in Digital Humanities research
for focused discussions about the need for tool criticism in DH research.
We aimed to identify
• typical research tasks affected by by technology-induced bias or
other tool limitations
• the specific information, knowledge and skills required for researchers to be able to perform tool criticism as part of their
daily research
• guidelines or best practices for systematic tool and digital source
criticism3
The following pages summarize the results of the workshop.
4.1

motivation and background

In digital humanties (DH) research there is a trend to the use of larger
datasets and mixing hermeneutic/interpretative with computational
approaches. As the role of digital tools in these type of studies grows,
it is important that scholars are aware of the limitations of these tools,
especially when these limitations might bias the outcome of the answers to their specific research questions. While this potential bias is
sometimes acknowledged as an issue, it is rarely discussed in detail,
quantified or otherwise made explicit.
On the other hand, computer scientists (CS) and most tool developers tend to aim for generic methods that are highly generalisable,
with a preference for tools that are applicable to a wide range of research questions. As such, they are typically not able to predict the
performance of their tools and methods in a very specific context.
This is often the point where the discussion stops.
The aim of the workshop was to break this impasse, by taking
that point as the start, not the end, of a conversation between DH
and CS researchers. The goal was to better understand the impact
1 https://www.ehumanities.nl/archive/2013-2016/
2 http://amsterdamdatascience.nl/
3 https://event.cwi.nl/toolcriticism/
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of technology-induced bias on specific research contexts in the humanties. More specifically, we aimed to identify:
• typical research tasks affected by by technology-induced bias or
other tool limitations
• the specific information, knowledge and skills required for scholars to be able to perform tool criticism as part of their daily
research
• guidelines or best practices for systematic tool and digital source
criticism
4.1.1

Tool Criticism

With tool criticism we mean the evaluation of the suitability of a given
digital tool for a specific task. Our goal is to better understand the
impact of any bias of the tool on the specific task, not to improve the
tools performance.
While source criticism is common practice in many academic fields,
the awareness for biases of digital tools and their influence on research tasks needs to be increased. This requires scholars, data custodians and tool providers to understand issues from different perspectives. Scholars need to be trained to anticipate and recognize tool
bias and its impact on their research results. Data custodians, tool
providers and computer scientists, on the other hand, have to make
information about the potential biases of the underlying processes
more transparent. This includes processes such as collection policies,
digitization procedures, optical character recognition (OCR), data enrichment and linking, quality assessment, error correction and search
technologies.
4.1.2

Organisation and format

The scope and format of the workshop was developed during an earlier meeting of the workshop organisers at CWI in Amsterdam. Participants were asked to use the workshop website to submit use cases
in advance, and we received seven use cases in total.
The program of the workshop was split in several parts. The morning was dedicated to introducing the concept of tool criticism, pointing
out the goals and non-goals of the workshop and a short presentation
of the use cases (see 4.2. During an informal lunch, participants could
express interest in a specific use case. The participants choose 4 out of
all 7 use cases for the afternoon sessions, and formed teams around
these 4 cases. After lunch, each of the four breakout groups were
asked to work out their use cases further. The organizers provided a
list of questions to guide and inspire the breakout sessions (see Appendix 4.4). Afterwards, the results were presented and discussed in
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the plenary. All use case leaders were so kind as to send us their notes
by email. These notes as well as notes taken during the presentations
were used as input for section 4.2.
4.1.3

Workshop opening

Before the use cases were presented, we briefly explained the goals
(see Section 4.1) and non-goals of the workshop. The non-goals included: discussions on how to reduce tool-induced bias (i.e. by improving the tool), to down-play the role of the tools (“the tool is only
used in exploratory phase of research”) or discussions about the pros
and cons of digital versus non-digital approaches (“we would just
hire 20 interns to do this by hand”).
4.2

use cases

The following use cases were submitted to the workshop:
• Co-occurrence of named entities in newspaper articles
• SHEBANQ

• Word frequency patterns over time
• Polimedia

• Location extraction and visualisation
• contaWords

• Quantifying historical perspectives
From this list, the participants chose to discuss the first 4 use cases
in the breakout sessions. The participants were asked to form groups
with at least one researcher from (Digital) Humanities as well as Computer Science.
4.2.1

Constructing social networks with co-occurrence

This use case was submitted by Jacqueline Hicks (KITLV) under the
original title “Co-occurrence of Named Entities in Newspaper Articles”.
Use case description
The computational strategy is to use the co-occurrence of named entities in newspaper articles to represent a real-world relationship between those entities.
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Main discussion points4
The discussion started with explaining the purpose of the tool: As
well as locating names of people appearing together in one sentence
in a newspaper article, it was also used in the project to help disambiguate entities.
The tool makes use of the widely known and used Stanford NER,
its performance is documented on CoNLL 2002 and 2003 NER data5 .
This data is not similar to the data used in the example use case.
To be able to evaluate the performance of the Stanford NER in the
new domain, the researcher would need a corresponding “ground
truth” data set, that is, manually constructed reference data that can
be used to check the results of the automatic NER process. Developing a ground truth for a new domain is a very time consuming
operation.
The research task is to find out whether the tool can help detect
changes in communities of elite that changed over regime transitions
when the Indonesian authoritarian government fell after 30 years in
power. However, the task turned out to be difficult to solve as insufficient data was available for the time before 1998. More time is needed
to add linguistic context to the co-occurrences to find what sort of relationships ties the entities together in a sentence. A co-occurrence of
two entities can mean that they participated in the same event, that
one person commented on the other or that they were in competition
with each other. With such diverse relations, it is difficult to draw
conclusions from the automatically generated graph.
biases of the source selection The data was collected from
several listserves of news articles on Indonesian politics. The articles
on these listserves were handpicked by those running them and so
could not be considered free from bias. They include, for example,
the articles in English language, chosen for the interest of foreign and
Indonesian readers generally interested in political reform, as it was
originally started to share information among activists under the authoritarian government. Since these biases are known, they are easily
dealt with as limitations of the study in the same way that research
limitations are usually explained when writing in the social sciences.
This is in contrast to the computational filtering which introduces
biases which are not known to the social scientist.
provenance of the data
source on them.

All articles had date and newspaper

4 The summary of the discussion is based on notes kindly made available to us by
Lynda Hardman.
5 http://nlp.stanford.edu/ner/
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utility of the tool Utility is limited and only good for some
initial explorations. The idea of the session was to find ways to integrate qualitative information from interviews with Indonesian elites
about their network with the computational techniques. The group
discussed the idea to investigate the changes in the political system
by creating two networks for the time before and another two for the
time after the transition. The networks could then be compared and
in case the networks of the same period coincide, but the networks
across periods do not, they may be used to reveal interesting differences as basis for further research. Jacky would have to explain the
differences by investigating through political sciences literature how
a military group fragmented in this way around person X and/or
came together (again). Jacky already wrote a paper on how social scientists have identified populations of elites in the past and how this
can be done differently with computational tools [26].
Summary
In general, to methodically evaluate tools is extremely time intensive.
It requires intensive exchange between the user and developer. As
publishing papers is an incentive to work in academia, the lack of
forums to publish about tool criticism is a problem.
4.2.2

SHEBANQ

This use case was submitted by Dirk Roorda (DANS).
Use case description
SHEBANQ6 allows users to query the Hebrew text database created
over the years by the ETCBC group at the VU University Amsterdam.
There is an associated, offline tool, LAF-Fabric for more refined and
intense processing of the data. The data is encoded in Linguistic Annotation Framework, an ISO standard. LAF-Fabric is a python tool to
deal with big LAF resources efficiently. There are several modules on
top of it that exploit the structure of this particular research.
Main discussion points7
the tool At the beginning of the breakout session, Dirk Roorda
introduced the participants to some of the functionalities. SHEBANQ
should actually be seen as a collection of tools to annotate and query
the Hebrew Bible. It is developed at the Eep Talstra Centre for Bible
and Computing which is located at VU University. Not only is the
6 http://shebanq.ancient-data.org/
7 The summary is based on the notes taken collaboratively by Dirk Roorda (session
leader), Michiel Cock, Arjen de Vries, Liliana Melgar and Myriam Traub and the
personal notes of Myriam Traub.
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tool freely available through the ETCBC’s organizational github account8 ,
a user can also download the documentation of the tool as well as executable IPython Notebooks that demonstrate some uses of the tool.
the data SHEBANQ is designed to support analysis of a specific
version of the Hebrew Bible and is therefore tailored to cater to the
specific requirements of the data set. Using the tool on a different
data set therefore does not seem reasonable. The data is encoded in
the Linguistic Annotation Framework (LAF), an ISO standard [31].
the user SHEBANQ encourages a community of people to come
forward with their attempts to answer research questions by means
of formalizing questions into tasks that can be run on the data. A
unique feature of SHEBANQ is the possibility to share and publish
queries:
“If you want to cite your shared query in a publication,
you can also publish it. Your query and its results on a
particular version om the database will be frozen, so that
others will see exactly the same results later on. When
newer versions of the database arrive in SHEBANQ, you
can run the same query on the new data. You can modify
that version of your query and publish it separately from
earlier versions.”9
This is seen as an important and novel feature that can facilitate the
discussion among users on the fitness of a query for a given research
task.
Summary
It is vitally important to make explicit how the data in the ETCBC
database has been encoded. Who has done it by what methods? Especially when the same researcher draws conclusions from the database
as the one who has contributed relevant parts of the encoding. That
is not necessarily bad, as long as his/her method of encoding is well
described and can be subject to criticism. Another matter is whether
other researchers are willing to contribute data to SHEBANQ. That
will only happen if others can identify with the way of encoding and
trust that SHEBANQ is impartial. Maybe SHEBANQ should allow
multiple encoding styles and give other researchers partial ownership.
4.2.3

Word frequency patterns over time

This use case was submitted by Marijn Koolen (UvA).
8 https://github.com/ETCBC
9 http://shebanq.ancient-data.org/

4.2 use cases

Use case description
The use case aims at looking into tools that chart word frequencies using timebased counts of n-grams found in digital sources. Examples
of such tools are the Google Ngram Viewer10 and the Ngram Viewer
bases on historic newspapers which was developed by KB11 .
Main discussion points12
Criticism is not only a playing field for Computer Sciences and Humanities but also for libraries and social sciences. It is, however, sometimes difficult to distinguish tool criticism from data criticism since
tools have been used to create the data. These tools may not be available for criticism, which needs to be explicitly accounted for.
the tool The chosen tools are designed to visualize word counts
on a time line. In the experience of the researchers, this task is not as
simple as it may appear: three different programs give three different
counts for the total word count. In linguistic annotation, when different people annotate the same text, different schemes are used. The
resulting conflicts need to be resolved by writing down the choices
and agreements. This could be done similarly for coding / tools. The
different results show that a tool does interpretation, too (in the sense
of defining what a “word” is). Humanists are often put off if such
counts are off by 1, because they tend to have precise ideas about text
length. Without statistics, it is hard to say how much difference/variance is ‘allowable’ for a humanities researcher. This also applies for
search engines. One participant recalls different answers from different search engines on the same query. She concluded that tools are
not neutral, and that accuracy/concreteness are an illusion.
Interestingly, though, textual scholars seem to cope with this lack of
precision very well until they start using a technical tool? We should
remind people that tools and code are human engineered creative
contraptions that have all queer human decisions and ambiguities
built in. History depends on who writes it, code depends on who
writes it.
the user The group further discussed the skills required from a
humanities scholar to perform the tool criticism. They agreed that
to understand a program, to some extent programming skills are required and that it should be part of the education in DH. A better documentation of the program code could make it easier to understand
it and/or code in a way that is easier understandable. The readability
of the code, however, may affect the efficiency. Understanding the im10 https://books.google.com/ngrams
11 http://lab.kbresearch.nl/find/Ngrams#
12 The summary is based on the notes kindly made available to us by Joris van Zundert.
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plications of program code requires deep inspection and knowledge
of the code. It can be very complicated for good reasons. If scholars
cannot invest a considerable amount of time in understanding the
code, they will have to trust the experts. In that case, the developers
need to explain the tool, for example how it counts words and why it
may come up with different totals for word counts than another tool.
The scholars may also need the programming skills to understand
the methodology that a certain tool may force on them. This is foremost a task for humanities researchers to experiment and judge the
methodology. If the source code is not (freely) available, it requires
the scholar to experiment in order to to find major shortcomings or
bias [1]. The use of tools should be embedded in a research process
that iterates between distant reading and close reading to foster understanding. Tool support for this could be provided with “Sub Corpus Modeling” [46]. Ideally, there are multiple tools available that a
scholar can choose from. In order to make an informed decision for
choosing one above the other, the criteria need to be clear.
An important aspect of criticism is seen in its publication. Results
of tool criticism should be reported to other users. This, in turn, raises
the question of trust. Criticism cannot be considered as neutral, as it
depends on the persona, background, status, etc. of the critic.
tool builders Tool builders and computer scientists could learn
from the humanities that there are more perspectives / more possible choices what the ‘data’ are. However, computer scientists are not
interested in what DH does. CS studies process and abstraction. We
should NOT suggest that DH is the field where Humanities and CS
meet. It is maybe where AI and Humanities meet.
Summary
CS/AI need to evaluate a tool in a way that is tailored to a humanities
researcher. The commonly used computational metrics usually do not
answer that question. The DH, however, are in a ’it’s all up in the air’
period (as opposed to times in science where things seem to be clear
and generalized); and scholars are not even sure about the standards
against which they should be evaluated. Therefore, in order to define
the requirements of humanities scholars, more discussions between
the two disciplines is needed.
4.2.4

Polimedia

This use case was submitted by Laura Hollink (CWI).

4.2 use cases

Use case description
PoliMedia13 is designed for specific humanities research tasks that require the possibility to do a cross-media analysis [33]. An example use
case might be: studying several events related to “the resignation of
Aantjes” by comparing information from different media. With PoliMedia, researchers can search among the debates in the Dutch Parliament (Dutch Hansard), Dutch historical newspapers archive and
ANP radio bulletins, in a uniform search interface. The functionality
is proven useful and the system design is highly valued. However,
there are still obvious limitations.
Main discussion points14
During the discussion, the PoliMedia group particularly wrote down
a list of deficiencies of resource bias, then brainstormed about the
solutions from the “tool side”.
biases of the source selection Some bias issues of the dataset
are known and might be quantified or circumvented. One problem is
the coverage and selection of the resources: PoliMedia does not make
use of data from television programs and news (but it does have
ANP as a data source); the dataset covers only one radio station, so
opinions might be limited; the selection of KB newspaper items for
PoliMedia are significantly different in amount related to different
newspaper brands. Additionally, there are technical issues such as
OCR errors in the database, hindering users in retrieving the complete results. There are also biases that the creators of the system cannot circumvent or quantify. On one hand, some of the links/search
results are definitely lost due to the bias in the phase collecting the
resource and system’s technical issues. We do not know what we are
missing in the database and how those missing files would influence
researchers’ conclusions. On the other hand, bias can be caused by a
chain of uncertainty: we don’t know what the bias is of the off-theshelf topic extraction tool.
data provenance Provenance of the data is clear and all search
results link to original sources where a user could check if the digital
versions are correct. However, the provenance of the algorithm is unclear: e.g. the system limits links to articles written within 7 days of
the debate. This would be a limitation if the user needs more information. Such issues could be solved by a collaboration/dialog between
tool makers and users, to explain and point out the impact of the al-

13 http://www.polimedia.nl/
14 The summary of the discussion is based on notes kindly made available to us by
Laura Hollink.
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gorithms on specific research questions. It is also possible to change
the tool so the user can define a time period.
solution brainstorm In regard to to the limitations discussed,
the group wrote down some questions and brainstormed solutions
for them:
How to convince a reviewer that dataset and tool are good enough to draw
quantitative conclusions from it?
Solution: Sandbox: on the spot evaluation of that particular query:
The general goal is to provide the user the means on the spot get a
feeling or even a measure of the bias. For dealing with the bias of
data selection, practically user can always manually go to KB archive
for more complete files that should be in there. The system can also
compare the results with present links to on the spot, evaluating for
that particular query. Till here users might still miss some links, but at
least they cannot systematically miss out on things. For dealing with
OCR issues, the system can provide relevance feedback, and does a
query expansion to help users finding miss-OCRed versions of their
query.
Quality can vary per query (e.g. simple/complex query, OCR errors, etc.),
how to deal with the specific quality issues?
Solution: Queries Sharing: If a user took time making queries for
a particular topic and find meaningful results, other users may also
need the “accurate queries” when searching for similar topics. Solution: Triangulation: could be possible if we had multiple versions of
the linking algorithm.
Solution: Sharing the research process: validated subsets that could be
reused and criticized.
future questions and research direction Given what we
know about the quality of the tool/data, what can we do in our research:
• What can prove that something is there: e.g. media said x, this
debate is discussed by x
• We can never prove that something is not there: e.g. nobody
said x, this debate is never discussed.
• We can find preliminary results for quantitative questions: e.g.
this debates is discussed more in the media than another one.
Further research would be needed for definite conclusions about
these kinds of questions
Summary
The group discussed different biases that influence research tasks.
Some biases were found easy to assess and circumvent (limited number of sources included), others were more difficult (missing links

4.3 results

and cascading of biases from tools used for preprocessing). The question was raised, how a reviewer could be convinced that tool and
data are suitable to perform the task. Solutions could be a “sandbox”
approach (on the spot evaluation of a query, ask user to give some
manual results and check), a community approach (share queries,
quality of queries, validate queries and answers) or cross validation
with other tools.
4.3

results

At the end of the workshop, the participants agreed that the idea
of Tool Criticism as part of the Digital Humanities’ research practices
should be fostered. This could be achieved in different ways. A traditional way that would reach a large audience could be a journal article
(Digital Scholarship in the Humanities15 , Digital Humanities Quarterly16 or a conference contribution (DH 2016, DH BeNeLux 2016).
Complementary to this, a more “interactive” approach in the form
of a website17 or a forum was suggested. This could be used to obtain
feedback from users on a selected set of powerful tools. It would be
interesting to be able to collect use cases and to compare evaluations
of different tools that were designed to support similar tasks (such
as named entity extraction). The insights gained from these examples could be used to create checklists and guidelines for both, tool
builders and users. The checklists should, however, not only focus on
general tasks, but also on very specific ones.
In order to encourage the direct exchange of ideas between tool
builders and humanities scholars and to complement creation and
evaluation of tools, hackathons could be organized. This could be
done in one-day events, such as a follow-up workshop or at larger
scale as part of a Dagstuhl or Lorentz Center seminar. Ideally, those
activities should result in the establishment of a European network
for tool criticism.
4.4

appendix: questions

These questions are intended to provide starting points for the breakout sessions and to stimulate the discussion, in case is comes to a
standstill. You do not need to answer all questions and it may well be
that the splitting into two separate categories does not work well for
your use case. If so, please feel free to add, remove, merge, move, or
reword the questions in a way that they fit your needs.

15 http://dsh.oxfordjournals.org/
16 http://www.digitalhumanities.org/dhq/
17 see for example http://programminghistorian.org/
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Data set criticism
1. What type of data does the tool make use of?
a) Is the tool able to cope with multiple data sets (of different
types)?
b) What is the relation between data set and tool?
c) How does the tool deal with anomalies and outliers?
2. Is documentation on the curation, representativity, biases and
pitfalls of the data set available?
3. Is provenance data on the data set available?
4. Who created the data set?
a) Who was involved? What is the reputation / scientific impact / qualification of the people involved?
b) What institutions were involved? What is the reputation /
scientific impact of the institutions involved?
5. When and how was the data set published?
6. Was the data collected for a specific task / research question?
a) How does this differ from your intentions?
b) Is the data set credible and objective?
7. Do other versions of the data set exist?
a) Are there older / more recent versions of the data set?
b) How do the versions differ?
8. Does the data show a particular political or cultural bias?
a) Is this bias of importance for your research question?
9. Do similar data sets from other sources exist?
a) Can you use the other data set(s) to answer the same research question?
b) Can you use the other data set(s) to detect / quantify biases
in your data set (triangulation)?

4.4 appendix: questions

Tool criticism
1. Was the tool developed to perform a specific task?
a) How does this task differ from yours?
b) For which part of your research cycle do you think the tool
is suited (exploration, hypothesis generation, ...)?
2. Is documentation on the precision, recall, biases and pitfalls of
the tool available?
3. Is provenance data available on the way the tool manipulates
the data set? (i.e. algorithms, choices when selecting, NLP pipeline)
a) What would it take to make the tool suitable for drawing
quantitative conclusions?
4. Which versions of the tool are available?
a) What are the differences between the versions?
b) Which version caters best to the requirements of your research task?
5. Who are the developers behind the tool?
a) Who was involved? What is the reputation / scientific impact / qualification of the people involved?
b) What institutions were involved? What is the reputation /
scientific impact of the institutions involved?
c) Do you know which scientific discipline the tool was built
for? Does this matter for your research task?
6. Do you know similar tools?
a) Can you use other tools to answer the same research question?
b) Can you use the other tools to detect / quantify biases in
your data set (triangulation)?
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Q U E RY L O G - B A S E D A S S E S S M E N T O F
R E T R I E VA B I L I T Y B I A S I N A L A R G E N E W S PA P E R
CORPUS

Bias in the retrieval of documents can directly influence the information access of a digital library. In the worst case, systematic favoritism for a certain type of document can render other parts of the
collection invisible to users. This potential bias can be evaluated by
measuring the retrievability for all documents in a collection. Previous
evaluations have been performed on TREC collections using simulated query sets. The question remains, however, how representative
this approach is of more realistic settings. To address this question,
we investigate the effectiveness of the retrievability measure using a
large digitized newspaper corpus, featuring two characteristics that
distinguishes our experiments from previous studies:
(1) Compared to TREC collections, our document collection contains
noise originating from OCR processing, historical spelling and
use of language.
(2) Instead of simulated queries, the collection comes with real user
query logs including click data.
First, we assess the retrievability bias imposed on the newspaper
collection by different IR models. We assess the retrievability measure
and confirm its ability to capture the retrievability bias in our setup.
Second, we show how simulated queries differ from real user queries
regarding term frequency and prevalence of named entities, and how
this affects the retrievability results.
5.1

introduction

For many digital libraries and archives, users are limited to the retrieval system offered by the data custodian. It is important for users
that all relevant documents are equally likely to be retrieved, i.e. that
retrieved results are not biased by hidden technological artefacts. If,
however, the bias in the search technology impacts the findings of
research tasks in a way that it renders relevant documents inaccessible or over-represents specific types of documents, this can lead to a
skewed perception of the archive’s contents. It is therefore important
to provide data custodians and users with a measure to quantify the
degree to which the retrieval system provides a neutral way of giving
access to a document collection.
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In the domain of Information Retrieval (IR), Azzopardi and Vinay
introduced a way to measure how retrieval systems influence the accessibility of documents in a collection [3]. The retrievability score of
a document d, r(d), measures how accessible a document is. It is determined by several factors, including the matching function of the
retrieval system and the number of documents a user is willing to
evaluate. The retrievability score is the result of a cumulative scoring
function, defined as:
r(d) =

X

q2Q

oq · f(kdq , c),

where c defines the number of documents a user is willing to examine
in a ranked list. The coefficient oq weights the importance of a query.
The function f(kdq , c) is a generalized utility/cost function, where
kdq is the rank of d in the result list for q. f is defined to return a
value of 1 if the document is successfully retrieved below rank c, and
0 otherwise. In summary, r(d) counts for how many queries q 2 Q a
document d is retrieved at a rank lower than a chosen cutoff c.
Using TREC collections and simulated queries, Azzopardi and Vinay
demonstrated the effectiveness of retrievability as a measure for bias,
and how retrievability can be used to compare the bias of different
retrieval models [3]. We add to their findings by examining the effectiveness of the retrievability measure, and the query simulation
procedure in a more realistic setting and we answer the following
research questions:
• RQ1: Is the access to the digitized newspaper collection influenced by a
retrievability bias?
We use the retrievability measure following a similar experimental
setup as described in [3] to the digitized historic newspaper archive
of the National Library of the Netherlands. This allows us to investigate the retrievability inequality of documents on a digitized – and
therefore error-prone – corpus.
• RQ2: Can we correlate features of a document (such as document length,
time of publishing, and type of document) with its retrievability score?
We investigate whether documents with specific features are particularly susceptible or resistant towards retrievability bias. This allows
to better understand the origin of retrievability bias.
• RQ3: To what extent are retrievability experiments using simulated
queries representative of the search behavior of real users of a digital newspaper archive?
The availability of user logs allows us to compare retrievability patterns of simulated queries to those generated with real user queries.
We investigate how the results differ, for example, what types of documents the queries favor most. Finally, we compare the retrieved document sets with the documents viewed by users to explore how well
the results match with users’ interests.

5.2 related work

Our study investigates the applicability of the retrievability concept to a digitized newspaper collection and the representativeness
of simulated query sets of user queries.
5.2

related work

The Gini coefficient and the Lorenz curve were introduced by Azzopardi
and Vinay as means to assess and express potential bias in the accessibility of documents in a collection [3]. Both indicators were originally
developed to measure and visualize a degree of inequality in societies
[21], such as deprivation and satisfaction [60]. A “perfect tyranny”,
where one “tyrant” owns the entire fortune, is represented by a Gini
coefficient of G = 1, whereas for the “perfect communist” scenario
G = 0. Both have been used in several studies to facilitate the comparison of retrievability inequality of different IR models, subsets of
the document collection, parameter sets and cutoff values [3, 4, 54, 53].
We follow these examples and use Lorenz curves and Gini coefficients
to assess the retrievability inequality in a digitized newspaper archive,
but we also show what other indicators could be used to better understand the source of the inequality.
Several additional studies investigated different aspects of retrievability. Most of these studies largely followed the approach introduced in [3], as well as its metrics. Subdomains of IR that are very
sensitive to recall are legal and patent retrieval. An IR model that performs poorly on a specific patent collection can therefore have a devastating effect on the result of the search task. A study by Bache and
Azzopardi comparing the retrievability of documents in the MAREC1
collection through different retrieval models [4] adapted the process
used in [3] to generate queries to better simulate the search behavior
of patent searchers. They included only bi-term queries as it allowed
them to use Boolean operators. Our study shows that even more improvements to the query simulation process are necessary.
To facilitate comparisons across corpora, Bache and Azzopardi suggest that the document to query ratio (DQR) should be kept constant [4]. A high DQR, meaning that a relatively small number of
queries is applied to a large data set, may lead to an unrealistically
high Gini coefficient as a large fraction of documents is never retrieved. Low DQR values are very difficult for experiments with large
corpora and real queries. None of the studies we found addresses this
problem. The main reason for this being that most studies on retrievability make use of TREC document collections [5, 7, 8, 53, 54, 56], or
a freely available corpus of patents from the US patent and trademark
office [6]. As these data collections are not provided with query logs
from real users, the queries for these studies were generated from
the terms in the collection, which allows the researchers to create
1 www.ir-facility.org/prototypes/marec
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any number of queries to meet a predefined DQR. We show how a
high DQR influences the results of a retrievability study with queries
based on user logs and suggest compensation strategies.
5.3

approach

To answer RQ1, we explore whether we can identify a retrievability bias with an approach similar to that reported by Azzopardi and
Vinay in [3]. We assess the bias by calculating retrievability scores for
every document in the collection for three different IR models, two
different query sets (real and simulated), and several cutoff values c.
For all of these conditions, we calculate the Gini coefficient. Additionally, we visualize the bias in the retrievability results using Lorenz
curves.
To verify that the retrievability scores we generated are meaningful, we test in a known-item-search setup, whether documents with
a lower r(d) score are actually harder to find than documents with a
higher r(d) score. This is achieved by comparing the mean reciprocal
ranks (MRR) of target documents of low scoring and high scoring
documents for significant differences.
Understanding how specific document features contribute to a potential retrievability bias would allow a data custodian or a user to
make a prediction of how likely they would be able to find documents
with this feature in a specific retrieval task. We analyze whether features, such as time of publishing, estimated OCR quality or the newspaper title a document originates from, correlates with a higher or
lower retrievability of a document (RQ2). Furthermore, we investigate the influence of different parameters (specifically stemming, use
of Boolean operators and stopwords) on the retrievability of documents.
As queries play an essential role in any retrieval task, we compare
how representative simulated queries are for real user queries. We
analyze and compare the composition and length of simulated and
real queries and how their result sets differ (RQ3). To find out which
setup best caters to the users’ interests, we compare how well the
result sets we obtained in our previous experiments overlap with the
documents that were actually viewed.
5.4

experimental setup

We describe the collection of historic newspapers, the query sets and
the parameters we used. To obtain comparable results, we followed
the experimental setup of [3] as closely as possible, namely to assess
the retrievability of documents through a cumulative scoring model.
This means that a document score is given for each query for which
a document ranks above a pre-specified cutoff rank (c). We quanti-

5.4 experimental setup

fied the extent to which the retrievability scores of different retrieval
models vary using Lorenz curves and Gini coefficients. To verify the
meaningfulness of the retrievability scores, we measure the effectiveness of queries designed to retrieve previously selected documents.
An analysis of document features and their correlation with retrievability scores concludes our exploration of the bias in our document
collection. The second part of our research investigates the representativeness of retrievability results by comparing the results with view
data from the user logs.
5.4.1

Data Sets

We used three different data sets. The National Library of the Netherlands2 (KB) provided us with the data of their entire digitized newspaper archive along with server logs from which we could extract the
queries users issued via the library’s webinterface, Delpher3 . Additionally, we generated a set of simulated queries from the body text
of the documents.
5.4.1.1 Historic Newspaper Collection
The newspaper data set made available to us ranges from 1618 to
19954 and consists of more than 102 million OCRed newspaper items.
This comprises articles, advertisements, official notifications, and the
captions of illustrations (see Table 4 for details).
As the archive spans almost four centuries, the newspaper pages
vary strongly in visual appearance which is known to influence the
performance of OCR software [28, 34]. The very high vocabulary size
(see Table 4) indicates that the corpus might contain a high number
of OCR errors, which can impact retrieval tasks [48]. The OCR quality
has not been evaluated, therefore the actual error rates for the documents in this collection are unknown. An estimation of the quality by
the OCR engine, however, is included in the metadata in the form of
page confidence values.
From the KB data, we extracted and tokenized the body text of the
newspaper items, which excludes the headings and meta data. We
removed all stopwords and terms with fewer than three characters
and kept only numbers with four digits, as these are likely to represent years and can therefore be used as query terms by users. The
large majority of items (98%) are written in Dutch. As a stemmer for
Dutch text was not available in the Indri5 search engine, we created

2 www.kb.nl
3 www.delpher.nl
4 A small number of documents from the 20th century is incorrectly dated to 2011 in
the metadata.
5 http://www.lemurproject.org/indri.php
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Newspaper Collection

1618 - 1995

Total Size

102,718,528

Vocabulary Size (no stopwords, min. 2
characters)7

353,086,358

Articles

67%

69,237,655

Advertisements

29%

29,591,599

Official Notifications

2%

1,918,375

Captions

2%

1,970,899

User Logs
Log Size (Number of HTTP Requests)

March - July 2015
107,684,434

Number of Queries

4,169,379

Number of Unique Queries

1,051,676

Number of Unique IPs

162,536

Number of Document Views

3,328,090

Number of Unique Documents Viewed

2,732,139

Table 4: Data sets used based on the historic newspaper collection from KB.

a stemmed version during preprocessing. We used the default Snowball stemmer for Dutch6 .
5.4.1.2

Real Queries

Under conditions of strict confidentiality, the KB made user logs available to us that were collected between March 2015 and July 2015. In order to protect the privacy of the users, the logs had been anonymized
by hashing the IP addresses, which enabled us to trace queries that
originated from the same address without identifying the user. Delpher
provides an advanced search interface, which allows users to apply boolean operators and facets based on metadata to their search
queries. We processed the query logs the same way as the document
collection by removing operators and stopwords, and stemming. For
the latter, we again used the Snowball stemmer8 (see Table 5 for details).
5.4.1.3

Simulated Queries

To be able to compare our results with those reported in [3], we
created a simulated query set. For this, we counted the unique terms
and bigrams in the preprocessed documents and extracted the top 2
6 https://lucene.apache.org/core/4_0_0/analyzers-common/org/apache/lucene/
analysis/nl/DutchAnalyzer.html

7 Stopwords removed, length of term at least 2 characters
8 https://pypi.python.org/pypi/PyStemmer/1.3.0
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Query Set
Sim. Queries
Real Queries

Composition

Size

single term

2,000,000

bi-term

2,000,000

total

4,000,000

26

957,239

107

no op., no stopw., st.

DQR

Table 5: Sizes and document to query ratios (DQR) of the query sets.

million terms as single term queries and the top 2 million bigrams as
bi-term queries (see Table 5). The frequencies for the two query sets
ranged from more than 180 million to 5 for the single term queries
and from more than 10 million to 20 for the bi-term queries. We did
not filter for OCR errors, therefore frequently occurring misspellings
can still be found in the simulated queries.
5.4.1.4

Document Query Ratio

Azzopardi and Vinay use query sets of which the size are comparable to the size of the corpus [3]. In this setting all documents have
a fair chance to be retrieved. As we used real user queries in a very
large corpus, it was not possible for us to influence the DQR. Consequently, the DQR values in our experiments vary greatly for the
different query sets (see Table 5), as opposed to the study reported
in [3], where the DQRs were 0.57 (AQUAINT) and 0.43 (.GOV). This
issue has not been addressed in previous studies investigating retrievability of large document collections.
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5.4.2

Setup for Retrievability Analysis

We compute retrievability scores based on three of the retrieval models used in [3]: TFIDF, Language Model using Bayes Smoothing with
µ = 1,000 (LM1000), and BM25.
Azzopardi et al. chose to report their results for c = 100 [3], therefore we also included these values for comparison. Additionally, we
report on a cutoff value of c = 10 as it best represents the behavior
of our users. The default number of results per page the Delpher interface shows is 10 and an analysis of the user logs showed that only
a small fraction of users go beyond this. For the results based on the
real queries, we also report on c = 1000, as this result set was of
comparable size to the c = 100 results for the simulated queries.
We did not apply the query weights oq as the by far largest fraction
of real queries were issued only once.
5.4.3

Setup for Retrievability Validation

We validated the effectiveness of the retrievability scores for the newspaper collection. We examined whether documents with a low retrievability score are harder to retrieve than documents with a high score
when a query is specifically designed to return the targeted document.
We performed one experiment per query set. For simulated queries
we follow Azzopardi and Vinay and use BM25 at c = 100 (stemmed,
stopwords and operators removed) [3]. For the smaller set of real
queries, we chose the same parameters but with a cutoff at c = 1, 000,
as the result set is more similar in size to the chosen set for the real
queries. We included the documents with r(d) = 0, as they represent
the group of documents that is supposedly the least accessible one.
For both result sets we generate queries from the target documents
which contain OCR misspellings. In the experiment described in Subsection 5.4.2 the impact of these misspellings was lowered as a side
effect of selecting the most frequent terms in the large corpus. Here,
we select terms from a single document, which required us to apply filters as very rare misspellings being part of queries led to very
high mean reciprocal rank (MRR) values, but are very unlikely to be
used as queries by users. First, we created a dictionary of terms that
occurred in more than one document, but in fewer than 25% of all
documents and for which the document frequency was not equal to
collection frequency. This allowed us to exclude extremely rare misspellings that occur in only one document or only once in multiple
documents, and very generic terms. The dictionary we created from
these terms was used to determine a list of suitable documents. We
removed all words from the documents that did not appear in the dictionary or appeared only once in the document. All documents with
fewer than four unique words were discarded for the experiment. By
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applying these filters, we removed 38,026,541 documents from the
collection, leaving 64,691,987.
We divided the remaining documents into four bins, the same number of bins as used in [3]. For the division into bins, however, we diverged from the description given in [3] (where documents were ordered by retrievability and then divided into quartiles) because due
to a different distribution of r(d) values, the lower scores would have
dominated the lower quartiles. Instead of binning on r(d), we used a
strategy that is inspired by the distribution of wealth measurements
in economics. In our case, wealth is represented as the number of data
points per r(d). It is calculated for each r(d) score by multiplying the
score with its number of documents. Then we successively merged
the r(d) bins, until their summed up wealth reached the threshold of
25% of the total wealth. This led to four bins that roughly correspond
to quartiles.
From each bin, we picked a random sample of 1,000 documents. We
randomly selected 2 to 3 of the most frequent terms of each document
to use as a query, as the mean number of terms issued by users was
2.32. The 1,000 queries we created this way were issued against the
collection using the same IR model as before, BM25. We determined
the rank of the target documents in the result lists and calculated the
MRR for each bin as a measure of its retrieval performance.
5.5

retrievability assessment

The high DQR value for our setup suggested that the fraction of documents with r(d) = 0 will be relatively high, especially for low cutoff
values. Therefore, a large inequality in the retrievability scores was
to be expected (RQ1). We describe the measured retrievability bias in
different result sets and explore how to deal with the non-retrieved
documents.
5.5.1

Assessment of Retrievability Inequality

We first look at the retrievability bias for both query sets at c = 10,
which is the most realistic representation for the bias users of the
archive are confronted with. The Lorenz curves depict a high inequality in the retrievability scores (see Fig. 11), with almost identical
curves for the TFDIF, BM25 and LM1000 models. This is also reflected
in the high Gini coefficients ranging from 0.97 to 0.98 for the real and
from 0.85 to 0.89 for the simulated queries (see Table 6). The largest
part of both curves consists of a flat line, which represents documents
that were not retrieved. The setup with the highest Gini coefficient
(TFIDF at c = 10, real queries) also contains the highest fraction of
non-retrieved documents (96%).
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c = 10, real queries

c = 10, simulated queries

c = 1000, real queries

c = 100, simulated queries

Figure 11: Lorenz curves visualize the inequality of retrievability scores for
the real queries (left) and the simulated queries (right) at different
cutoff values c.

By contrast, the Lorenz curves for the higher cutoff values depicted
in Fig. 11 indicate a more balanced distribution of r(d) values. The
curves for all models show a smaller deviation from the equality diagonal and both the Gini coefficient, as well as the fractions of documents with r(d) = 0, are lower. This suggests that the large number
of documents with r(d) = 0 has a strong influence on both the shape
of the Lorenz curve and the Gini coefficient. As never-retrieved documents are inevitable in a realistic scenario such as ours, it is important
to find a way to address this problem.
To further explore the influence of the r(d) = 0 values, we created a
Unionc result set, that contains only documents retrieved by at least
one of the models. While this removed most of the documents with
r(d) = 0, a surprisingly large number of zeros still remained in the
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C
Model

Real

Sim.

10

100

1000

G

Z

G

Z

G

Z

TFIDF

0.98

96%

0.91

78%

0.77

30%

BM25

0.97

95%

0.89

75%

0.76

28%

LM1000

0.97

95%

0.90

77%

0.78

35%

TFIDF

0.86

78%

0.55

16%

-

-

BM25

0.85

77%

0.52

14%

-

-

LM1000

0.89

80%

0.71

27%

-

-

Table 6: Gini coefficients (G) and fractions of documents with r(d) = 0 (Z)
for the complete data set.

C
Model

Real

Sim.

10

100

1000

G

Z

G

Z

G

Z

TFIDF

0.71

47%

0.74

36%

0.71

13%

BM25

0.64

40%

0.69

29%

0.70

10%

LM1000

0.63

39%

0.71

33%

0.73

20%

TFIDF

0.52

26%

0.50

5%

-

-

BM25

0.48

24%

0.46

3%

-

-

LM1000

0.63

34%

0.67

18%

-

-

Table 7: Gini coefficients (G) and fractions of documents with r(d) = 0 (Z)
for the Unionc data set.

subset. The number of zero-scoring documents for TFIDF at c = 10,
for example, was only reduced from 96% to 47%. Even with neverretrieved documents removed, the inequality in the Unionc data set
remains quite high for c = 10 with Gini coefficients ranging from 0.48
(BM25) to 0.63 (LM1000) (see Table 7). The remaining zero-scoring
documents are a first indication that, while their Lorenz curves and
Gini coefficients are similar, the models actually retrieve very different sets of documents.
We finally removed all documents with r(d) = 0 to measure the
inequality among the retrieved documents. This caused the Gini coefficients to drop to values between 0.40 and 0.46 (real queries at c = 10).
This again shows the large influence of a high fraction of zeros on the
overall Gini score.
The similarity of the different models’ Lorenz curves indicates a
similar degree of bias in the r(d) scores, but it does not allow further
insights into the type of bias, i.e. whether it originates from the high
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C
Model

Real

Sim.

10

100

1000

G

G

G

TFIDF

0.46

0.59

0.67

BM25

0.40

0.56

0.67

LM1000

0.40

0.56

0.66

TFIDF

0.35

0.47

-

BM25

0.32

0.44

-

LM1000

0.43

0.60

-

Table 8: Gini coefficients (G) for the Non Zero data set from which all documents with r(d) = 0 were removed.

Query

Bin

Set

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

Simulated

MRR

0.19

0.28

0.36

0.45

D

0.20

0.12

0.08

-

Real

MRR

0.17

0.26

0.34

0.38

D

0.20

0.11

0.05*

-

Table 9: MRR values are higher for items in the quartiles with higher r(d)
scores. An * indicates that the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test did not
confirm a significant difference (p > 0.05) between the indicated
bin and the fourth bin. D is the maximum vertical deviation as
computed by the KS test.

DQR, from the users’ interest, or from a technological bias towards
particular document features.
Fig. 12 shows the frequencies of r(d) values (log scale), with a long
tail distribution for both query sets. The maximum r(d) value for the
real queries is r(d) = 4319, while for the simulated queries this is
much smaller (max r(d) = 807). This shows one possible cause for
the bias towards higher fractions of documents with r(d) = 0 within
the real queries: they tend to retrieve the same documents more often,
leading to a smaller number of unique retrieved documents. This indicates that the query sets themselves may be biased, the real query
set towards the users’ interest and the simulated query set towards
the language use in the document collection.
5.5.2

Validation of the Retrievability Scores

We validated our results using a known-item-search experiment (see
Subsection 5.4.3) to confirm that documents with low r(d) scores are
indeed harder to find.

5.5 retrievability assessment

Number of documents

Real queries, c = 1000
4,194,304

65,536

1,024

16

0

1000

2000

3000

4000

Retrievability score

Number of documents

Simulated queries, c = 100
4,194,304

65,536

1,024

16

0

200

400

600

800

Retrievability score

Figure 12: Log scale representation of the distribution of retrievability scores
r(d) for BM25 based on the complete KB dataset.

The results show that the MRR values indeed increase for the bins
containing the documents with the higher r(d) values (see Table 9).
With one exception the differences in the ranks between the bins
proved to be significant in a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. This suggests
that documents in the first bin are significantly more difficult to retrieve than documents in the fourth bin.
This pattern is similar to the findings in [3] and confirms that a
document’s retrievability score is a good indication of how hard it is
to retrieve the document by a user.
5.5.3

Document Features’ Influence on Retrievability

To better understand the inequality in our document collection, we
explored whether we can identify subsets within the archive that are
particularly susceptible or resistant towards retrievability bias (RQ2).
• The time of publishing of the newspapers in our collection spans
a period of nearly 400 years. Newspapers that belong to the early issues are very different from today’s newspapers in terms of content as
well as visual appearance. This affects the performance of OCR soft-
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Figure 13: The mean r(d) scores (20 equally sized bins, based on Unionc
data, real queries for c = 100) for BM25 (green) and TFIDF (red)
are nearly identical and double in value over time. LM1000 (blue)
does not show this upward trend.

ware, which results in high OCR error rates in older newspapers. We
are therefore interested if this is reflected in the r(d) values. For the
analysis, we ordered the newspaper items in the Unionc set by publishing date, divided them into 20 equally sized bins (1,7M items per
bin) and calculated the mean retrievability score for each bin. Note
that due to the much lower number of documents in the early periods of the archive, the 20th century occupies by far the most bins.
The results for BM25 and TFIDF show a very small upward trend for
later documents (see Fig. 13). This trend is, however, not visible for
LM1000 and could also not be confirmed in an analysis of the raw
data.
• The document length in our collection varies from 33 to 381,563
words with a mean length of 362 words. As Azzopardi and Vinay
found that longer documents in their collections were more retrievable than short ones [3], we were interested in finding out whether
the same holds for our collection. We sorted all items in the collection according to their length and divided them into bins of 20,000
documents, leading to 5,135 bins in total. For each bin, we calculated the mean r(d). While the pattern we obtained for LM1000 shows
an upwards trend for longer documents and thereby confirms this
assumption (see Fig. 14), the results for BM25 and TFIDF9 indicate
that documents of medium length are most retrievable, whereas documents at both extremes are less retrievable. We can see a bias in both
patterns, while LM1000 clearly favors longer documents, BM25 and
TFIDF overcompensate for long documents, while they seem to fail
to compensate for short ones.
9 The pattern for TFIDF looks very similar to BM25, therefore we did not include the
plot.
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Bins based on document length

BM25
Figure 14: Document length vs. r(d) for c=100, bins of 20,000 documents

• The library’s OCR engine assigns confidence scores to each page
(PC), word (WC) and character (CC) in the corpus. This is intended
to give an indication of the quality of the OCR processing. From our
contacts with the KB we learned that, during the post-processing, the
scores were adapted based on the occurrence of a term in a Dutch
word list. A formal evaluation of error rates in the KB data has not
yet been performed, therefore we do not know to what extent these
PC values are realistic. We divided the collection into bins of 20,000
documents based on their PC value and plotted the mean r(d) score
for each bin. The resulting plot shows an upward trend for increasing confidence values (see Fig. 15). Documents with an PC score
very close to 1.0, however, seem to be less retrievable. A closer look
revealed that these documents often contain only very short texts,
which makes them harder to find.
• Newspaper titles do not only vary with respect to their political orientation, but also concerning the content they provide to their readers. The mean number of articles per newspaper title in the archive
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Figure 15: Mean r(d) scores versus page confidence (PC) scores for bins of
20,000 documents

is 82,638, with a median of 127 and a range from one to 16,348,557
documents. We list differences in retrievability scores of the 10 most
prevalent newspaper titles in our collection (see Table 10). While the
differences seem small, three regional titles have a higher mean r(d)
than the seven national titles. Again, this may be caused by a bias in
user preferences.
• We computed the mean r(d) scores of the four types of documents
in the archive for the two query sets. The means resulting from simulated queries show relatively small differences (see Table 11), whereas
the mean scores obtained through real queries show a much higher
score for official notifications. This again shows the large difference
in the document sets retrieved by the two query sets.
From these results we can conclude that the large fraction of never
retrieved documents is inevitable in realistic setups and needs to be
addressed when assessing retrievability bias. We found evidence for
a relation between low OCR confidence values, and short document
length and a lower retrievability of documents. When comparing
the degree of bias among the three IR models, we found LM1000
to show a greater bias for simulated queries. A comparison of the
distributions of retrievability scores indicated a higher variety in r(d)
scores for real queries, and a bias towards official notifications for real
queries which is not present in the simulated queries.
5.6

representativeness of the retrievability experiment

We explore to what extent the different types of bias we see in the retrievability experiments are representative for bias in the documents
actually viewed on the library’s website (RQ3). For this purpose we

5.6 representativeness of the retrievability experiment

Mean

Top 10 Newspaper Titles

r(d)

Rotterdamsch nieuwsblad*

0.05

Algemeen Handelsblad

0.06

De Telegraaf

0.06

Het Vaderland: staat- en letterkundig nieuwsblad

0.07

Leeuwarder courant*

0.07

De Tijd: godsdienstig-staatkundig dagblad

0.08

Het vrije volk: democratisch-socialistisch dagblad

0.10

Limburgsch dagblad*

0.12

Nieuwsblad van het Noorden*

0.14

Leeuwarder courant: hoofdblad van Friesland*

0.15

Table 10: Mean r(d) values for the most prevalent newspaper titles for BM25
at c = 10, real queries. An * indicates a regional newpaper title.

Real

Simulated

Article

0.90

3.89

Advertisement

0.51

3.32

Official notification

4.80

3.22

Caption

0.84

3.06

Table 11: Mean r(d) for different types of articles (BM25, c=100).

compare the reported results with click data from the user logs, and
revisit the use of simulated queries versus real queries.
5.6.1

Retrieved versus Viewed

The Lorenz curve in Fig. 16 (left) shows the inequality in the corpus
with respect to the number of views. With only 2.7M out of 102M
documents that are viewed, the fraction of documents that is never
viewed by users is even larger than the fraction of never retrieved documents in our c = 10 experiments. This confirms that a large fraction
of not-accessed documents is not only an artifact in our retrievability experiments caused by a relatively small query set: it also reflects
the fact that in most large digital libraries, the number of views in
any reasonable observation period will be small in comparison to the
number of documents in the collection. Since the retrievability and
the viewing scores are dominated by the large number of never accessed documents, neither the Lorenz curves nor the Gini coefficients
are very informative measures of bias.
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Figure 16: The Lorenz curve of viewed documents shows that only a small
fraction of the collection was accessed (left) (Gini = 0.98). When
non-viewed documents are removed, the inequality largely disappears, because most documents that are viewed, are viewed only
once (right) (Gini = 0.16).

distribution of r(d) scores and view frequencies For
documents that are never accessed, it is hard to classify whether this
is indeed the result of the small number of user views, the result of
bias in user interest, or the result of technical bias in the retrieval
system. Focussing only on the accessed documents would ignore the
latter type of bias. However, even if we discard the non-accessed documents, the Lorenz curve of only the 2.7M viewed documents (see Fig.
16 (right)) is not much more informative. Here we see the opposite:
extremely low inequality, which results from the fact that the large
majority (86%) of the viewed documents is only viewed once.
A log scale bar chart of the (non-zero) viewing frequencies (as in
Fig. 17) provides more insight than the Lorenz curves. While the
viewed documents dataset is smaller, the shape of the view frequency
distribution is very similar to that of the retrievability score of the real
queries in Fig. 12, and even more similar than the scores of the simulated queries. Again, this suggests that simulated queries do not
necessarily represent real user behavior.
viewed but not retrieved To explore if the unique documents
retrieved in our experiment using real queries are representative for
the 2.7M unique documents actually viewed by the users, we investigated the overlap between the two. Given that most users only look
at the first page with 10 results, we looked at the overlap for BM25
at c = 10, where we have 4.7M unique documents that are retrieved
at least once. Less than 0.6M of these were also viewed, leaving 2.1M
documents that were viewed but not retrieved in our top 10.
To find out what the reasons for the small overlap were, we performed a preliminary manual assessment of the top viewed documents that had not been retrieved by BM25 at c = 10. The most
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Figure 17: Log scale representation of the frequencies of document views
based on the query logs (cut off at 45 views for better readability).

viewed document in this subcollection is a very short article describing an incident, in which a cow accidentally “caught” a rabbit (“Men
kan niet weten hoe een koe een haas vangt.”10 ). From the user logs,
we learned that this was caused by deep linking: the article was accessed in response to a hyperlink in a newsletter, not in response to a
direct search action. The second most viewed article11 was retrieved
in response to a direct search action, but by making use of the search
interface’s time facet which allows users to narrow down the search
results to specific time periods.
Other often viewed documents were retrieved in our experiment,
but with a ranking slightly above the c = 10 cut-off. That this is
not just anecdotical but a larger issue is confirmed by the much
larger overlap for the higher cut-off values. c = 100 retrieved 1.5M
viewed documents, and c = 1000 retrieved more than 2.4M of the
2.7M viewed documents.
These results can be interpreted in two ways. First, small differences in the ranking scheme can have quite dramatic effects due to
the all-or-nothing scoring function. This suggests that a smoother cost
function based on the ranking might be worthwhile. Another potential interpretation is that the experimental setup needs to reflect the
real search engine better, and also take the faceted search parameters,
pagination, search operators and other more complex search settings
into account.

10 http://resolver.kb.nl/resolve?urn=ddd:110540686:mpeg21:a0015
11 http://resolver.kb.nl/resolve?urn=ddd:000011882:mpeg21:a0004
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Model
BM25
TFIDF
LM1000

C

Real

Simulated

10

56.19 %

91.19 %

100

7.94 %

73.51 %

10

53.48 %

91.44 %

100

8.19 %

75.53 %

10

54.74 %

89.24 %

100

8.75 %

70.62 %

Table 12: The percentages of results from query logs and simulated queries
that are not found by the other query set show that for small values
of c the results vary strongly.

5.6.2

Real versus Simulated Queries

Since real query logs for large document collections are hard to obtain, most retrievability experiments reported in the literature use
simulated queries, typically based on sampling the most popular ngrams. However, our results seem to suggest such queries might not
be representative of real user queries.
qualitative comparison of often retrieved documents
To get a better intuition of the type of documents retrieved, we manually explored the top 10 articles for both query sets (for BM25 at
c = 10). The top results for the real queries completely consisted of
articles that contained lists of names 12 . This is because the logs from
the KB contain a large number of queries with names and locations.
We compared this finding to the top results set retrieved by the
simulated queries. Here, the top scoring documents either contain
a very repetitive text pattern (e.g. repetitive poems13 ), or the documents themselves are near duplicates of other documents (e.g. chain
letters, advertisements with identical text, or other documents that
were published multiple times14 ). This finding might indicate another
drawback of the way the simulated queries are traditionally sampled:
frequently occurring terms are more likely to be included in the query
set.
overlap in retrieved documents The variety of r(d) values
is much larger on the real queries, indicating that the two query sets
might retrieve very different documents (see Fig. 12). We explored
the overlap of documents that were retrieved by the real queries and
the (larger) set of simulated queries. For all three models, at c =
12 see

for

example

http://resolver.kb.nl/resolve?urn=ddd:010179873:mpeg21:

a0001
13 http://resolver.kb.nl/resolve?urn=ddd:010210514:mpeg21:a0150
14 see http://resolver.kb.nl/resolve?urn=ddd:010691557:mpeg21:a0069
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10, more than half of the documents retrieved by the real queries
are not found in the results from the simulated queries (see Table
12). This again suggests that we should improve the construction of
our simulated query set to better represent real queries. Note that
the fraction of documents that are retrieved by both approaches is
considerably higher for c = 100, where less than 9% of the documents
in the result set of the real queries are not found in the results of the
simulated queries.
differences between query sets In addition to the difference between the documents retrieved by both types of queries we
also looked at the characteristics of the query sets themselves. The
two query sets differ not only in size (as indicated in Table 5). The
mean length of the real queries is 2.32 and all queries use a total
of 253,637 unique terms. As we followed Azzopardi and Vinay and
only used single and bi-term queries for the simulated query set [3],
its mean query length is much smaller (1.5). The number of unique
terms (2,028,617) is, however, much higher. This suggests that even by
sampling only the most popular (bi)terms, we would over estimate
the vocabulary used by users to formulate their queries.
We manually assessed the number of terms that refer to named
entities in the 100 most frequent terms in both query sets. For the
simulated queries, we found only 5 mentions of persons or locations,
as opposed to 56 named entities in the real queries, confirming again
the large differences in this aspect between the two sets.
Table 11 shows a higher retrievability of official notifications for the
real queries. We compare this finding with the fractions of viewed
documents for each type. While these fractions are very low for articles (only 2.61% viewed), advertisements (2.07%) and captions (4.01%),
a much higher fraction of the official notifications was viewed (40.10%).
This again shows that retrievability measured by real queries are
more representative than synthesized queries.
5.6.3

Representativeness of Parameters used

Apart from queries and document features, retrievability can also be
influenced by the parameters used in the retrieval setup, namely the
inclusion or exclusion of stopwords and operators, and stemming.
While we followed the parameter settings used by Azzopardi and
Vinay so far (PS1) [3], we compare the results obtained with the real
queries using two alternative parameter settings (PS2 and PS3):
PS1: operators removed, stopwords removed, stemmed (used by [3])
PS2: operators removed, stopwords kept, unstemmed
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PS1

Shared

PS2

BM25

1,939,710

2,758,599

1,971,087

TFIDF

1,667,374

2,485,412

1,689,125

LM1000

2,141,563

2,620,988

1,317,420

BM25

7,436,058

17,923,267

7,232,087

TFIDF

6,672,656

16,385,354

6,381,519

LM1000

7,384,854

16,711,774

4,804,696

C
10

100

Table 13: Numbers of documents retrieved only by one parameter set (PS)
and number of documents retrieved by both sets.

PS3: operators, stopwords removed, stemmed15
Parameter sets PS2 and PS3 resulted in nearly identical Gini coefficients to those we reported in Table 6 for PS1. This suggests that the
removal of stopwords, or the use of stemming and operators, has
no influence on the extent of inequality in the document retrieval.
The question remains, however, whether and how the underlying retrieved document sets differ and how this relates to the documents
the users found sufficiently relevant to view.
differences in retrieved document sets We compared the
retrieved document sets from PS1 and PS2 for their overlap and
found that while the majority of documents retrieved in one setting
is also retrieved in the other, still a large fraction is only found in one
setting (see Table 13). Note that even though this difference is not reflected in the Gini coefficient, Lorenz curves or r(d) distribution plots,
it is a form of retrieval bias that may have a huge impact on the user’s
task.
Again, as c increases, the fraction of shared documents between
the parameter sets increases as well. To judge which of the document
sets is the more favorable for our use case, we compare the overlaps of
the result sets with documents that were viewed by users (e.g using
views as a proxy for relevance judgements).
The combinations of IR model and parameter set vary strongly
with respect to their ability to retrieve the viewed documents (see Table 14). BM25 and TFIDF achieved better results with PS2 than with
PS1, but both are outperformed by LM1000 in all settings. The best
result is achieved by using LM1000 with PS3 with 29% of the viewed
documents retrieved, so that in this case, the retrieval model with the
most bias also performs better. This is in contrast to results reported
by [3], where better performing models typically also show less bias.
15 As restrictions of the Indri toolkit (http://www.lemurproject.org/) did not allow
us to run this set of parameters for BM25 and TFIDF, these results are available only
for LM1000.
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PS1

PS2

PS3

C

BM25

504,022

598,969

-

TFIDF

435,413

527,461

-

LM1000

742,548

706,425

781,908

BM25

1,422,231

1,511,973

-

TFIDF

1,323,284

1,423,589

-

LM1000

1,788,719

1,741,290

1,840,285

10

100

Table 14: Viewed documents that were retrieved by each model for the different parameter sets (PS) for a total of 2,732,139 viewed documents.

5.7

conclusions and outlook

Measuring the variation in the retrievability of documents in a collection complements standard IR evaluations that focus on efficiency
and effectivity. No previous study has investigated how well retrievability studies represent the search behavior of real users and how
they could be applied to a large collection of digitized documents that
contain an unknown number of misspellings due to OCR processing.
Our focus was on the exploration of the applicability of retrievability studies to a large digitized document collection and an evaluation
of the representativeness of simulated queries for real users’ search
behavior.
While Gini coefficients and Lorenz curves allowed us to detect and
quantify a retrievability bias in the document collection for three standard IR models, they were not sufficiently expressive to help us understand the source of it. We looked at the differences among the
documents retrieved, and showed that large differences are common
even for models with similar Gini coefficients and Lorenz curves.
In addition, we explored several influencing factors: the document
to query ratio, document features, characteristics of query sets and
the use of different parameter sets.
When comparing the characteristics of simulated queries to those
of real users’ queries we found substantial differences with respect to
composition of the query sets, number of (unique) terms used, and
use of named entities. Real users’ queries contained a much higher
fraction of named entities than we found in the simulated query set.
Finally, we compared how effectively combinations of specific parameter settings could retrieve the documents users viewed. Based
on the results from this study, the setup that best covers the users’ information needs is the combination of real queries with operators on
LM1000. Note that according to the inequality assessment, the least biased model is BM25. This shows, that switch to a model with a lower
retrievability bias might hurt the system’s performance in terms of
retrieving the most relevant documents.
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Simulated queries that are representative for the search behavior of
real users are a key ingredient for a realistic assessment of retrievability bias. Future work should therefore focus on how the generation of
simulated queries can be adapted in a way that they better represent
the type of queries real users issue on a specific collection.

6

I M PA C T O F C R O W D S O U R C I N G O C R
I M P R O V E M E N T S O N R E T R I E VA B I L I T Y B I A S

Digitized document collections often suffer from OCR errors that may
impact a document’s readability and retrievability. We studied the effects of correcting OCR errors on the retrievability of documents in a
historic newspaper corpus of a digital library. We computed retrievability scores for the uncorrected documents using queries from the
library’s search log, and found that the document OCR character error rate and retrievability score are strongly correlated. We computed
retrievability scores for manually corrected versions of the same documents, and report on differences in their total sum, the overall retrievability bias, and the distribution of these changes over the documents, queries and query terms. For large collections, often only
a fraction of the corpus is manually corrected. Using a mixed corpus, we assess how this mix affects the retrievability of the corrected
and uncorrected documents. The correction of OCR errors increased
the number of documents retrieved in all conditions. The increase
contributed to a less biased retrieval, even when taking the potential
lower ranking of uncorrected documents into account.
6.1

introduction

Digitized collections are the foundation for services and research
tasks that would be much more difficult (if not impossible) to perform on collections of physical items. Examples of such tasks are fulltext search and quantification of changes in textual features over long
time periods. Most of these services, however, rely on the use of retrieval systems.
How well these systems perform has been investigated with regard
to many different aspects, such as precision and recall, and based on
many different types of corpora, such as community-created TREC
collections, digital libraries or Web archives. The retrievability measure as introduced by Azzopardi and Vinay extends these evaluation
measures by means to detect and assess bias when retrieving documents [3].
In a previous study, we used retrievability to investigate whether a
retrievability bias influences access to a digitized collection of historic
newspapers and to measure the extent of this bias [49]. We found a
relation between document features, such as document length, and
retrievability. In this study, we focus on the effects of OCR quality on
retrievability and how a (partial) manual correction of the OCR errors
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impacts the accessibility of document. We investigate the following
research questions.
• RQ1: What is the relation between a document’s OCR character error rate and its retrievability score? By relating the retrievability scores
of documents with the character error rates of their content, we investigate how the quality of OCR processing impacts a document’s
retrievability.
• RQ2: How does the correction of OCR errors impact the retrievability bias of the corrected documents (direct impact)? Assuming that the
complete set of documents has been corrected, we investigate if the
correction makes retrieval more or less biased in terms of retrievability, and how differences in retrievability scores are distributed over
documents, queries and query terms.
• RQ3: How does the correction of a fraction of error-prone documents
influence the retrievability of non-corrected ones (indirect impact)? Typically, only small fractions of a collection are corrected. We investigate
how this affects the other documents in the collection by comparing
the retrievability scores in a mixed collection where 50% of the collection has been corrected with those of an uncorrected only collection.
6.2

approach

To investigate whether and how errors in OCRed documents influence their retrievability, we performed a series of experiments that
make use of the concept of retrievability as introduced by Azzopardi
and Vinay [3]. For this, we used different subsets of a digitized newspaper collection and search queries that were collected from users of
the online access portal of the archive.
The National Library of the Netherlands (KB)1 made a ground
truth data set available that contains the manually corrected versions
of 100 newspaper issues. By comparing these documents with their
original versions, we were able to assess the number of incorrect characters and compute the character error rates (CER) for each document.
This allowed us to investigate a relation between the documents’ quality and their retrievability scores (RQ1).
The manual correction of OCR errors directly impacts the retrievability of these documents. We investigated this effect with two retrievability experiments based on a small document collection and
two versions of query sets that were originally collected from users
of the digital archive. By comparing the r(d) scores, we investigate
which documents and queries gained or lost r(d) scores through the
correction and how this influences the total number of retrieved documents (wealth) and retrieval bias (inequality) of the results (RQ2).
Since correction of OCR errors is often performed manually, it is
a costly process. As a consequence only relatively small fractions of
1 www.kb.nl

6.3 related work

a collection are corrected. The same document may score lower in a
corpus consisting of only highly findable documents than it would as
part of a collection of documents that are difficult to find. Therefore,
we explored how the correction of only a part of the collection indirectly impacts the retrievability of documents that remain uncorrected
(RQ3).
6.3
6.3.1

related work
OCR Quality and Retrieval

In 2015, we conducted a series of interviews with digital humanities scholars on their use of digital archives for their research. All
agreed that the (OCR) quality of digitized documents makes digital
libraries unsuited for "distant reading" and other computational approaches [48]. Several studies investigated the applicability of crowdsourcing tasks to transcribe documents [28, 32] or the use of a tool that
combines the search in a digitized corpus with correction of OCR errors [37]. While the results from these studies can help improve data
quality more efficiently, it remains unclear how this correction affects
a scholar’s research.
Mittendorf and Schäuble investigated how robust IR systems are
toward OCR errors in digitized documents [36]. They found that
longer documents describing a single topic redundantly have a better
chance of retrieval than documents that are either short or discuss
different topics.
Taghva et al. investigated the performance of the vector space
model on OCRed documents [44]. They found that for their full text
collection neither average precision, nor recall of the documents is affected by OCR errors. 674 documents were used in a OCR processed
version and a manually corrected ground truth version. The character error rate was estimated to be around 10 - 20% and the average
length of the documents is reported to be around 40 pages. This confirms the findings of Mittendorf et al. that the effect of OCR errors on
long documents can be expected to be very low. Since our corpus is
characterized by relatively short documents with a high estimated error rate, we expect a higher impact of OCR errors than in the studies
of Mittendorf et al. and Taghva et al.
Ohta et al. studied whether the effect of OCR errors on document
retrieval can be compensated by generating additional search terms
based on a character confusion matrix [39]. They based their study
on two collections of documents obtained from the Elsevier Electronic
Subscriptions service and published between 1995 and 1996. The document collection in this case can therefore be expected to be very
homogenous in terms of layout, fonts, document length, quality of
the physical copy and as a consequence cause little variation in error
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rates and error types. In our case, documents vary strongly in all of
these aspects and therefore errors are less systematic as in the documents of Ohta et al. A statistical approach would be difficult, as it
could only be applied to subsets of very similar documents.
Chiron et al. investigated for the AmeliOCR project how OCR errors are distributed in a large and diverse digitized corpus [15]. They
found that about 15% of the misspelled terms represent named entities and that even 80% of the top 500 queries contain at least a mention of one. In a manual inspection of the 100 most frequent terms in
the query set we used for [49], we found that 56 were named entities.
The frequency of named entities in the document collection, however,
can be very low and they may not even be found in common dictionaries. This makes them particularly susceptible to OCR errors. This
combination, i.e. terms that occur very frequently in queries, but very
infrequently in documents, is the reason that OCR errors in these
terms can have a disproportional effect on the retrieval results [15].
6.3.2

Retrievability Assessment

The foundation for the assessment of retrievability bias in document
collections is the work by Azzopardi and Vinay [3]. They introduced
retrievability as an extension to traditional IR measures, one that does
not require the availability of relevance judgments. It considers the
number of results that a user is willing to examine (c). If the rank kdq
of a document d is retrieved within the cutoff value c, the utility/cost
function f returns a score of 1, otherwise 0.
r(d) =

X

q2Q

oq · f(kdq , c)

oq allows different weighting of queries according to their importance. We use oq = 1 for all queries. To measure a potential bias
among r(d) scores, [3] suggested to use the Gini coefficient, which
was introduced to measure inequalities in societies [21]. Wilkie and
Azzopardi later compared it to other inequality measures and confirmed its aptitude for retrievability analyses [56].
Follow-up studies confirmed the applicability of the retrievability
measure to assess bias in retrieval models [52] and its relatedness to
retrieval effectiveness [8, 9]. Several studies found that Okapi BM25
induces the least bias and can therefore be considered to be the fairest
retrieval model [49, 52, 55]. While Azzopardi and Vinay and most
subsequent retrievability studies (e.g. [5, 9, 41, 56]) made use of simulated user queries [3], we follow the line of our previous study and
use queries collected from real users of the digital library [49]. In [49],
we investigated the applicability of the retrievability metric on a digitized newspaper collection and questioned the representativeness of
simulated queries for the search behavior of real users. Our findings
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revealed significant differences in number of query terms used and
the frequency of named entity queries.
The current study extends the findings of [49] in several aspects.
Our first study was based on the complete archive which comprises
more than 102 million documents. The relatively high document - query
ratio (DQR) had a large impact on the inequality in the r(d) scores
because a large fraction of the documents was never retrieved. By focusing on a small subset of the newspaper collection in this study, we
prevented a high DQR rate, and analyze an inversed scenario where
the number of queries exceeds by far the number of documents. Finally, the availability of a ground truth data set enables us to investigate retrieval results on a corrected document collection, a collection
containing errors, and a mixed collection.
6.4

experimental setup

The setup we used for our experiments follows the setup used in [3,
49], modifications are explicitly described in this section.
6.4.1

Document Collections

We use different subsets of the historic newspaper archive, a manually
corrected ground truth subset and queries collected from the online
users of the archive.
OCR Ground Truth Corpus (822GT cor ) For a small subset of the
newspaper collection of the National Library of the Netherlands, the
OCR text has been manually corrected. This subset covers 100 newspaper issues published between 14-06-1618 and 26-10-1624 (17th century
subset) and between 04-10-1940 and 29-09-1944 (WWII subset). The
17th century sub-collection constitutes the part of the archive with
the oldest documents. It is prone to OCR errors as the decay of the
physical material, the layout and the (gothic) fonts make character
recognition very difficult. The WWII collection includes illegal newspapers, printed secretly, often in non-professional settings. Some of
these articles therefore have a lower OCR quality than pro-German
papers of the same period with better print quality. Combined, they
include a total of 822 newspaper items. Note that this corpus is very
small compared to 100M item corpus used in our first study [49].
OCRed Corpus containing Errors (822GT err ) We used the uncorrected versions of the articles in 822GT cor to build the 822GT err corpus.
Mixed Documents Corpus (1644mix and 1644err ) We extended
822GT cor and 822GT err with an equal number of articles that originate from the same newspaper titles as in the 822GT err collection. We
selected the 503 earliest articles from the KB collection and a random
sample of 319 articles from the WWII period (822mixin ). These doc-
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uments added to 822GT cor yields the 1644mix corpus, and added to
822GT err yields the 1644err corpus.
6.4.2

Query Set

The queries we used were collected from the users of the library’s
Web interface (Delpher.nl) between March and July 2015. The data set
comprises a total number of 1, 008, 915 queries from 162, 536 unique
users with an average length of three terms. We removed stopwords2
and terms shorter than three characters from the queries. The final,
deduplicated, query set comprises 859, 716 multi-term queries. Additionally, we created a single-term query set by extracting all 259, 091
unique terms.
6.4.3

OCR Quality Assessment

We measured the OCR quality of 822GT err set using the OCRevalUAtion tool3 developed by the IMPACT project. It allowed us to compute
the character error rates (CER) for each article in 822GT err .
6.4.4

Setup for Retrievability Analysis

We investigated whether and how OCR quality impacts retrievability
by comparing how retrievability scores (r(d)) differ between documents containing errors and their corrected versions. To compute the
r(d) score for each document, we issued all queries against the document collections using the Indri search engine4 and BM25 as retrieval
model. For each document we calculated how often it was retrieved
in the top c results (for cut-off values of c = 1, 10 and 100) and how
often it was retrieved at all (c = 1).
The wealth, or the total sum of all r(d) scores, depends on the number of queries issued and the number of results taken into account
(c). To assess differences between the results obtained from the different corpora we calculated the wealth for each corpus for all values
of c. An increase or decline in retrieval bias is determined using the
Gini coefficient, which is a measure developed to express inequalities
in societies [21].
6.4.5

Impact Analysis

Assessment of Query Impact We investigated the impact each unique
query term has on the total wealth of a document collection. For this,
2 http://snowball.tartarus.org/algorithms/dutch/stop.txt
3 http://www.digitisation.eu/training/succeed-training-materials/ocrevaluation/ocrevaluation/the-ocrevaluation-tool/

4 http://www.lemurproject.org/indri.php
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we issued all unique single query terms against the document collections and recorded the matching query - document pairs. We used
these to assess, for every multi-term query - document pair, which of
the terms in the query was responsible for retrieving the documents
that appeared on the result list for said multi-term query. We then
assigned each successful term a score of n1t where nt is the number
of successful query terms t for a document - multi-term query pair.
The sum of all of these scores for all occurrences of a query term is its
impact score and the sum of all impact scores equals the total wealth
of all r(d) scores for a corpus.
Assessment of Direct Impact We investigated the differences in the
retrievability of documents before (822GT err ) and after (822GT cor ) error correction. For this, we evaluate the total number of documents
retrieved (wealth), the equality of the r(d) scores’ distribution, and
we analyze qualitatively the documents and queries for which the
differences between the experimental conditions are the largest. We
measure the difference in inequality among the r(d) scores for the
two versions of the document collection using the Gini coefficient. A
high Gini coefficient indicates a large inequality in the distribution, a
low Gini coefficient indicates a more equal and therefore less biased
distribution. Then we investigate the difference in r(d) scores for each
document in both versions. A gain in r(d) scores indicates that the document benefited from the correction of its content. A decrease in r(d)
scores shows that its corrected version was retrieved by fewer queries
than the original version. We manually assessed the documents with
the largest differences and the queries that retrieved those documents
to find out what caused the drop or increase in r(d) scores.
Assessment of Indirect Impact For this experiment we used the
1644mix and the 1644err data sets. Again, we evaluated differences
in the overall wealth of distributed r(d) scores, the inequality between
documents in terms of r(d) scores and the differences between documents in direct comparison. Differences in the results are caused by
the interlace between the rankings of the corrected and unchanged
documents. The analyses we perform for this section are similar to
those of the direct impact experiments.
6.4.6

Limitations

Since relevance judgments are not available for this document collection, we were not able to explore how OCR errors correlate with
precision and recall. In our mixed experiment, we only evaluated a
correct/incorrect ratio of 50:50, other ratios are planned for future
work.
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Figure 18: The 17th century collection has a higher character error rate (CER)
than the WWII collection. The r(d) scores and CER for c = 1 are
strongly correlated: the higher the error rate, the less retrievable
is a document.

6.5

results

6.5.1

OCR Quality versus Retrievability

First, we studied to what extent a document’s OCR error rate and its
r(d) score are related (RQ1).
QCR Quality We evaluated the OCR quality using the OCRevalUAtion tool5 . The results showed that the mean character error rate
(CER) of the collection is high: 29% (with a median CER of even 37%).
We found a clear difference in the CER distributions of the two subcollections (see Fig. 18). As expected, the more recent documents from
WWII suffer from far fewer mis-recognized characters (median CER
= 3.97%) than the documents from the 17th century (median CER =
42.00%).
Retrievability in 822GT err An analysis of the r(d) scores showed
that we retrieved 4, 521, 030 documents from 822GT err (c = 1) in total. The scores ranged from r(d) = 0 (16 documents, of which two are
part of the WWII sub-collection and 14 are part of the 17th century
sub-collection) to r(d) = 65, 347. Most documents are in the lowest bin
(r(d) < 674), as shown in the margin histogram on the right of Fig.
18. The median scores are
• r(d) = 991 for 822GT err ,
• r(d) = 447 for 17th century, and
• r(d) = 8, 237 for the WWII sub-collection.
5 https://github.com/impactcentre/ocrevalUAtion
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Figure 19: Difference in distributed wealth between the uncorrected and corrected corpus.

This confirms the hypothesis that the WWII documents are easier to
retrieve due to their better OCR quality.
We found a strong correlation between OCR quality and retrievability of a document for results with c = 1. Documents with a low
CER generally obtained higher r(d) scores (see Figure 18). The correlations of -0.57 (Pearson) and -0.61 (Spearman) were both strong
and significant with p < 0.001. While this correlation may suggest
that low r(d) scores are caused by high OCR error rates, other explanations could be that our modern query set just better matches the
WWII sub-collection, or that 17th century documents are harder to
retrieve in general. To establish a causal relation, we study the direct
impact of the crowd-sourced improvements on the r(d) scores in the
next section.
6.5.2

Direct Impact Assessment

Next, we studied how the correction of OCR errors influences retrievability bias (RQ2). For this, we measure the direct impact of correcting OCR errors by comparing the r(d) scores over 822GT cor with the
corresponding scores in 822GT err .
Wealth We found that more documents were retrieved from 822GT cor
than from 822GT err and that the relative difference increases for larger
values of c (see Fig. 19). The total wealth at c = 1 indicates how many
queries could be matched with at least one document. For c = 1, 8%
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Corpus

c=1

c = 10

c = 100

c=1

822GT err

0.75

0.72

0.74

822GT cor

0.68

0.59

0.61

1644err

0.78

0.70

0.73

0.73

1644mix

0.73

0.63

0.66

0.66

0.74
0.61

Table 15: Gini coefficients indicating to which extent the distribution of r(d)
scores among documents for different c’s is biased (higher values
indicate more bias).

c

Min.

1st Qu.

Median

Mean

3rd Qu.

Max.

1

-5,039

-56

8

34

99

7,160

10

-7,124

-153

177

332

647

8,408

100

-7,040

24

652

1,382

1,941

25,647

1

-7,019

275

912

1,840

2,292

27,926

Table 16: Summary statistics of differences in r(d) scores between the two
corpora.

more documents are retrieved from 822GT cor than from 822GT err ,
which means that fewer queries retrieved no documents at all. For
c = 1 the total wealth increases by 34% (see Fig. 19). This suggests
that for users willing to examine all search results (which is not uncommon in a research library) the impact of the error-correction is
much larger. Correcting the OCR errors thus indeed leads to higher
numbers of documents retrieved, even for small c 0 s, and the effect
increases when more results are taken into account.
Equality We computed and compared Gini coefficients for 822GT err
and 822GT cor to find out whether the increase in wealth contributed
to a more equal or more biased distribution of r(d) scores (see Table 15). Gini coefficients for 822GT cor are consistently lower than for
822GT err for all c 0 s. The correction of the documents thus contributed
to less biased retrieval for all c 0 s. In contrast to other studies [3, 5, 8]
and our earlier findings in [49], Gini coefficients do not show a clearly
decreasing trend for larger cutoff values c. This suggests that in this
experiment, ranking does not contribute much additional bias. This
may be caused by the relatively small corpus size.
Increased retrieval per document We investigated how the changes
of r(d) scores were distributed among documents, i.e. whether many
documents gained a little or whether very few documents gained a
lot. For Fig. 20 we ordered documents according to their difference in
r(d) scores between 822GT err and 822GT cor . We see a few documents
on the left of the 0-axis, these documents had a higher r(d) score in the
uncorrected corpus. Closer inspection indicated that these were false
positive matches caused by OCR errors. Their decreasing scores can
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Figure 20: Documents ordered by their gain/loss in r(d) scores (c = 1). The
position on the y-axis represents their r(d) scores for 822GT cor .

therefore be interpreted as a potential improvement in precision. For
most documents, OCR correction increased their r(d) score, and they
are therefore found on the right of the 0-axis. This can be interpreted
as a potential improvement in recall. We see clearly different patterns
for the two corpora, with many 17th century documents improving
more but scoring overall lower than the WWII documents. Several
documents scored very low in 822GT err , but gained a lot from the correction. This is one explanation for why Gini coefficients for 822GT cor
show less bias than for 822GT err . Most documents, however, have a
modest r(d) score and gained a modest amount, as shown in the margin histograms. The distributions of the differences in r(d) scores in
Table 16, show that for all cutoff values, the median of the differences
is positive, and increases from 8 (c = 1) to 912 (c = 1). The maximum loss and the maximum gain in r(d) scores increase for larger
cutoff values c, the latter to a much larger extent. Note that for c = 1
and c = 10 the entire first quartile is filled with documents that scored
worse in the corrected version. This shows that the competition in the
top results makes the gain of some documents the loss of others.
Increased retrieval per query In a final step, we investigated how
the changes of r(d) scores were distributed among the queries, i.e. if
many queries contributed a little or if only a few queries that contributed a lot to the change in wealth. The large majority of queries
does not match with any of the documents in our collection. Only
384, 486 out of 859, 716 queries retrieved at least one document from
either of the document collections. This is due to misspellings from
users, invalid words, numbers, words in foreign languages or sim-
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Figure 21: Queries ordered by their gain/loss in number of retrieved documents. The position on the y-axis represents the number of documents retrieved from 822GT cor .

ply queries that are unrelated to our (small) corpus. In Figure 21 we
ordered these queries by how many more (or less) documents they
retrieved in 822GT cor . Note that despite the small corpus size, we
still see outliers with very large gains (to over 400 documents more
retrieved for some queries). Also note that some queries have a negative gain, which means that for these queries, the OCR errors caused
more false positive matches than false negatives.
Finally, we were interested in finding out which query terms are
responsible for most of the increase in wealth. Figure 22 shows that
most of the increase can be attributed to very few query terms. The
top ten queries6 (see table adjacent to Fig 22) contribute 35% of the
increase. This disproportionately large impact originates from a combination of the terms’ high frequency in the users’ queries and the
large extent to which they are susceptible to errors in OCR processing.

6 Translations: new, Amsterdam, end, Mister, died/dead, grand/large, Willem (name),
two, three, old
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Figure 22: The accumulated impact scores of single-term queries show that
very few query term contribute a large fraction of the overall
wealth. The top ten query terms account for more than a third
of the increase (see Table).

6.5.3

Results of Indirect Impact Assessment

Finally, we investigated the influence of OCR error correction on the
retrieval of documents that remain uncorrected (RQ3). We investigate
for the typical case of a partial error-correction how the improved
retrievability of the corrected documents impacts the r(d) scores of
the documents that have not (yet) been corrected.
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Figure 23: Wealth in r(d) scores for the complete collection (top), the 822GT
documents (middle) and the mixed in documents, 822mixin (bottom).

Wealth When looking at the r(d) scores of the mixed collection, we
see that the correction of half the documents still leads to an increase
in wealth for the complete corpus for all values of c (see Fig. 23). We
first focused on the 822GT cor documents within the mixed corpus.
These are retrieved for the same queries as in the previous section.
The mixed-in documents only cause differences in ranking. For c =
1, we thus see identical r(d) scores and total wealth as in Section 6.5.2.

6.5 results

Figure 24: Documents ordered according to their difference in r(d) scores
(non-GT documents at c = 10). Position on the y-axis indicated
the r(d) score in the mixed condition. Documents in the left part
of the graph lost r(d) scores.

For the lower c values, we see lower wealth due to competition in the
ranking with the unaltered documents, but also large gains caused
by the manual OCR correction.
In the remainder of this section, we focus solely on the documents
that remain uncorrected, 822mixin . In terms of distributed r(d) scores
we found a decrease in wealth for the mixed-in documents for values
of c from c = 1 to c = 100. This is because the corrected versions push
many mixed-in documents to higher ranks that exceed the number
of documents we take into account (c). This difference in wealth is
largest for c = 1 (-13%), followed by c = 10 (-10%) and c = 100
(-5%). For larger values the ranking does not take effect and the
wealth remains the same.
Equality When we compare the Gini coefficients we obtained for
different values of c, we see that they are lower for the corpus that
was partially corrected, 1644mix . Again, the correction of a part of the
collection has reduced retrievability bias (see Table 15).
Retrieval per document The r(d) scores of most mixed-in documents changed very little after the correction of the other documents.
Most documents’ r(d) scores drop slightly (see Fig. 24), which could
be expected as they now compete with corrected documents for low
ranks. In total, 522 documents have lost in r(d) scores, of which 266
are from the WWII sub-collection and 256 from 17th century. We also
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see that 171 documents gain in r(d) scores, of which 8 are from WWII
and 163 from 17th century (see Fig. 24). These documents profit from
false positive matches that disappeared through the correction.
Overall, we found that even in this mixed condition, the overall
positive effect in improved retrievability for the corrected documents
by far outweighs the slightly reduced retrievability of the unchanged
documents. The net effect of the correction is still an overall reduction
of retrievability bias.
6.6

conclusions

Many text documents in digital libraries are affected by errors caused
by OCR engines. It is therefore vital to understand how these errors
and their (partial) correction impact retrieval tasks of digital library
users. We investigated the relation between OCR quality of digitized
newspaper articles and their retrievability and found a strong correlation: high error rates correlate with low retrievability scores. We
compared the overall retrievability of a manually corrected ground
truth document collection with the results obtained from the same
documents but in their original, uncorrected version. Our analyses
showed that error correction leads to both higher and more equally
distributed retrievability scores.
The higher scores are mainly caused by a disproportionately small
set of query terms, that are both very frequent in the query set and
highly susceptible to OCR errors. This shows that for retrievability
studies with real user queries, understanding the impact of a (biased)
query set on the retrievability bias is important, while this is typically
not considered in the literature, where synthetic query sets are more
prevalent.
Our findings could be used for improving and evaluating automatic OCR-error correction techniques, or to improve query expansion techniques designed to deal with OCR-errors in uncorrected
texts.
Furthermore, we looked at interference effects that the correction of
a subset may have on documents that are excluded from the correction. We found that the reduced scores for the excluded documents
do not outweigh the improved scores of the corrected version. The
overall outcome is still a less biased retrieval result. Because we lack
relevance judgments for this corpus, we cannot measure the improvement of the correction in terms of precision and recall. We can, however, conclude that the error correction has led to more documents
being retrieved overall while reducing the retrievability bias in all
experimental setups.

7

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

Cultural heritage institutions face huge challenges when trying to
ensure high data quality in their digital collections. With increasing
numbers of documents becoming digitally available, it becomes more
and more difficult for data custodians to define and maintain data
quality standards that meet the requirements of users. Quality issues
in data sets can originate from different sources (such as digitization
process, collection and digitization policy, legal conditions) and therefore vary in types and impact. In order to establish the desired level
of data quality, an institution needs to understand which data quality
criteria matter the most, how to develop meaningful metrics and how
to measure the impact of increased quality.
7.1

summary

For expert users, such as Humanities scholars, it is important to
understand whether results obtained from digital archives are sufficiently reliable to be used in publications. For this reason, data custodians need to make sure that the level of quality of the data and infrastructure they provide is sufficient to support the research tasks of
their users. This, however, requires an understanding of users’ tasks,
potential issues in data quality, and potential biases in tools.
In some cases, a discrepancy exists between the data (lay) users
require to search an archive, and the data that is deemed useful by
experts. An example is the annotation of subject types (e.g. portrait,
landscape) in the metadata of artworks, which from the perspective
of an art historian can be subjective. Such additions to the metadata
records should ideally be made by domain experts, but since they are
scarce and expensive, other approaches need to be considered. We
explored how reliable annotations can be obtained for artwork classification through crowdsourcing (Chapter 2). For this, we conducted
several experiments where we presented online users a classification
task set up as a multiple choice guessing game. We found that nonexperts became better at classifying a painting into the categories of
a professional vocabulary while playing the game. After aggregating
the votes we collected from users, we found that the deviation from
our groundtruth experts’ classification is greatly reduced. From this
study we conclude that crowdsourcing can not only be used to enrich cultural heritage data with common knowledge, but also with
high-quality data based on knowledge that is typically not found
in untrained crowd workers. This raised the questions, which data
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should be collected in the first place in order to be useful for Humanities researchers, and for which kinds of research tasks would this
data be used. From the insights we gained in the later studies, we
would suggest to also assess whether this input is fit for use for user
tasks. This should be evaluated both, for content and level of quality.
For this, it would be necessary to first investigate search behavior of
users. It may be interesting to know if the query terms of visitors of
the RMA website overlap with the terms defined in the Art & Architecture Thesaurus1 . Another limitation of the suggested approach
is the dependence on the availability of expert-approved labels that
can be used as feedback for users. As He et al. showed, users would
not be able to learn correct categories for the items without receiving feedback for their choices. Using labels that were contributed by
users and that have not been approved by experts bears the risk of
introducing a systematic error. If users are taught a wrong label for a
category, this misconception may cascade through the game and lead
to incorrect labels for an entire category. We have not found a solution
for this problem.
In the interviews we conducted with humanities scholars, we learned
that the access to digital sources in their current state is seen critically
by many humanities scholars (Chapter 3). When working with digital
archives, they perceive the data quality of digitized documents to be
very low. Knowing that the same data is used as a basis for retrieval
systems, the scholars raised questions about the trustworthiness of results that can be obtained from search functions and whether they can
actually be used for publications. We concluded from our findings
that these issues will not be solved simply by improving the digitization infrastructure, but it requires a better understanding of the impact of
data quality on user tasks. For this, all three parties – the computer scientists developing the tools, the scholars designing the research tasks,
and the data custodians providing the infrastructure and data – need
to tackle the challenges jointly. One limitation of our study is that
it does not include more (complex) use cases to further investigate
the requirements of distant reading tasks. While the interviews with
historians gave us a good view of the challenges scholars from this
discipline face, it would be interesting to extend the investigations to
scholars from other disciplines within the humanities, i.e. linguists,
to gain more information about the types of tasks they (would like to
be able to) perform. Bulger et al., for example, mention word lists, fre-

1 http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/aat/index.html
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quency analysis, collocation analysis2 and concordance analysis3 as some
of the main techniques of corpus linguists to analyze text.
In order to foster discussion between humanities researchers and
computer scientists regarding the pitfalls of using computational tools
in humanities research, we organized the “Tool Criticism for Digital Humanities” workshop (Chapter 4). During the workshop, participants
from different disciplines presented use cases that were closely examined for potential bias introduced by digital tools by mixed groups
with backgrounds in Computer Science and (Digital) Humanities. At
the end of the workshop, participants agreed that the idea of Tool
Criticism as part of Digital Humanities research practices should be
fostered. Ideally, more use cases and research tasks (generic as well
as specific ones) should be collected as a basis to develop guidelines
for tool developers as well as scholars.
The basis for many research tasks is the retrieval of (all) relevant
documents. To find out how biased the discoverability of documents
in a large historic newspaper archive is, we conducted a large-scale
analysis of retrievability bias (Chapter 5). In this study, we investigated whether access to the documents within the KB’s newspaper
archive through standard retrieval models is biased and whether we
can link this bias to features in the documents. Additionally, we evaluated how well the results gained through the typical setup of retrievability studies represents the actual bias as experienced by real users
of document collections. We found that the frequently used approach
of using artificial queries generated from the corpus’ terms does not
reflect the bias experienced by users adequately. The findings of this
study can be used to design retrievability studies in a way that they
better represent the types of bias users face.
Data quality was mentioned multiple times by the humanities scholars we interviewed for Chapter 3. We therefore decided to study the
impact of (low) data quality on retrievability and – as a consequence
– on search tasks of users (Chapter 6). The low data quality in documents we investigated partially originates from the imperfect digitization of historic newspapers. As expected, we found that high error
rates in the digitized documents correlate with low retrievability. We
then investigated how the correction of the entire document collection influences the retrievability scores. We found that the retrievability scores for corrected documents are both higher and more equally
distributed. The changes in retrievability scores between the uncorrected and the corrected versions of the documents are to a large
2 “examines high-frequency keyword combinations; either adjacent (e.g. strong
tea/powerful tea), or non-adjacent (i.e. within 4-5 words to the left and/or right
of the word investigated). Words or terms that co-occur more often than would be
expected by chance are examined.” [13]
3 “list of specific keywords or collocates displayed within the context for which they
were used. The keyword is usually listed within the context of the five words that
precede and succeed it.” [13]
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extent caused by a relatively small set of query terms. These terms,
however, are very frequent in user queries and susceptible to OCR errors. As the (manual) correction of a document is costly, institutions
often improve only a fraction of the whole collection. Therefore, we
investigated what the interference effects of such a partial correction
are. Despite the “unfair” preferential treatment of a part of the document collection, the overall retrievability bias decreased.
Ideally, we would have evaluated the impact of correcting OCR errors on retrieval bias (Chapter 5 and 6) not only using the retrievability measure, but also by measuring differences in precision and recall.
For this, however, we would have needed relevance judgements. Unfortunately, we did not have any judgments for the KB data available,
therefore, this was not possible. Another limitation for the study we
describe in Chapter 5 is the high document to query ratio. This is
a problem any retrievability study using a very large document collection will have to deal with, but the problem is more prevalent for
studies based on real user queries.
Finally, it would be good to study the effects of OCR errors on retrievability bias (Chapter 6) on a larger dataset to confirm that the
reduction of retrievability bias is not just caused by the small document collection.
7.2

discussion and future work

The findings of the work presented in this thesis help us better understand what requirements have to be met in order to provide better support to Humanities scholars wishing to make use of digital
archives.
As it currently stands, scholars are hesitant to publish work based
on results from digital archives as they doubt their validity. They perceive the quality of digitized documents as very low and are only
given very little or no information about how this may affect (search)
results. Given the size of many digital archives and the complexity of
the task, it is unrealistic to expect that data quality will be improved
to 100% accuracy.
We believe scholars should be given the possibility to better understand the inner workings of digital archives and make tool criticism
part of their research routines. The idea of tool criticism is derived from
the practice of source criticism, which is used in many sub-disciplines
of the humanities. Source criticism describes a set of principles and
methods to evaluate a (historic) source of information for its authenticity, reliability and relevance.
Performing tool criticism, however, requires the scholar to be aware
of sources for potential fallacies. Our work contributes to this to the
extent that we have identified and quantified some sources of bias
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and how they affect user tasks. Bias can be introduced into a data set
through different sources.
collection of documents is typically determined by the collection
policy of the data custodian and often focuses on particular
types of items, periods or topics (Section 4.1.1). Additionally,
survivorship bias may bias which documents can be collected
by the institution in the first place.
physical document features, such as low quality print or decay may negatively impact the digitization process and as a consequence decrease the accessibility of documents (Chapter 3).
content characteristics of documents (e.g. length and repetition of
specific terms) influence their retrievability as we have shown
in Chapters 5 and 6.
digitization policy of the data custodian determines which documents are prioritized for digitization. More weight can be assigned to documents that are popular with users, rare or close
to decay.
digitization of documents can be a complex process and its success depends the use of apt technology for digitization and postprocessing, e.g. OCR engines that were trained on historic data
sets (Chapters 3 and 6).
quality improvement is sometimes applied to digitized documents
by (manually) correcting errors of the OCR engine. In Chapter 6
we showed how this impacts the retrievability of the corrected,
as well as the uncorrected documents.
selection of relevant documents from the documents available in
a collection is often done manually by scholars (Section 4.2.1).
Which documents are deemed relevant to the research tasks and
added to the selection is influenced by the (search) skills of the
users, and their knowledge of the domain (use of historic language, terminology) and the purpose for which the documents
are collected.
access to documents is usually granted through an (online) search
interface. Functionalities such as facets and logic operators, as
well as the retrieval model used, can influence which documents are easier or harder to find than others (Chapter 5).
presentation of search results influences how (much) information about the retrieved documents is presented and how many
search results a user sees without scrolling (Chapters 5 and 6).
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users themselves have a strong influence on the outcome of their
search tasks. They should ideally have the (technical) knowledge to understand the way a search engine works (facets and
operators), patience to explore a large number of documents
and enough knowledge about the targeted documents to be able
to use suitable terms when formulating queries (Chapters 5 and
6).
Additionally, combinations of these sources may increase bias in
results and create new biases. As it now stands, it is very difficult
for scholars to understand the impact of the sources of bias and their
combined effect on their search results.
Changing this is challenging and not only requires effort from the
scholars, but also from the developers of the software tools and data
custodians. Only if these three parties collaborate can the foundations
be laid for a comprehensive tool and data criticism.
humanities scholars need to familiarize themselves with the
implications of data processing by different software tools. This
should include an understanding of tools that are used along
the entire processing pipeline of a digitization setup, as well as
the tools used in the data provision infrastructure of the digital
archive, such as search technologies.
On top of this, we believe scholars should develop a standard
approach to investigating their digital research environment and
the results it produces. For historic sources, the concept of source
criticism already exists, an analog concept should be developed
to criticize tools and the data they produce.
Based on our experiences from the workshop we organized, we
believe that a good approach to this would be to collect typical
research tasks and subject them to a discussion with tool developers to find potential sources of bias. The results of these
discussions should then be used to formulate guidelines for a
common understanding of tool criticism.
tool developers should provide as much information about the
assumptions their tools are based on and the effect they can
potentially have on data in terms of bias. They should conduct
evaluations on bias and communicate their findings to humanities scholars and data custodians.
In discussions with the Humanities scholars, they should try to
gain a better understanding of their research tasks and the requirements of users. Understanding how their tools are actually
used can help them find out what potential biases to look for
and how to communicate them effectively to the users.

7.2 discussion and future work

data custodians should extend their already extensive efforts of
providing quality data to users by adding as much information about their collections as possible. As they have the role of
an intermediary between Humanities scholars and the software
tool developers, they should engage in guiding discussions between the parties involved and acquiring a close understanding
of both sides’ interests and requirements. Given their role as
designers and maintainers of the digital archive infrastructure,
they should oversee its Quality of Design (denoting how well
the system specifications meet users’ requirements) and Quality
of Conformance (denoting how well the implementation corresponds to the specifications).
As much information as possible should be provided to the
users. Most data custodians focus on the scope of the collection,
but this information should also contain tools used in the digitization process and for data access, and potential limitations of
the technology used.
The recommended responsibilities and tasks for each party are
complex in their own right and their dependencies on other parties input require close interaction. Ways of fostering this interaction, such
as interdisciplinary hackathons, Lorentz Center or Dagstuhl seminars,
should be organized within the communities. Insights gained should
be distilled into guidelines and incorporated into digital humanities
and tool providers’ education in order to reach the goal of providing
measures of tool bias and data quality in research environments for
the field.
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Cultural heritage institutions, such as galleries, libraries, archives and
museums increasingly make their collections digitally available. These
provide many ways for users of these digital platforms to retrieve,
aggregate, analyze and visualize the data. Users need to familiarize
themselves with new digital tools of different kinds and be aware of
the implications on the results. This is particularly true for humanities scholars who want to include results of their analyses in their
publications.
Judging whether insights derived from these analyses constitute a
real trend or whether a potential conclusion is just an artifact of the
ensemble of tools used, can be difficult and requires an understanding of the processing chain of the tools used.
In order to detect and correct errors, however, human input is in
many cases still indispensable. Since experts are expensive and scarce,
we conducted a study showing how crowdsourcing tasks can be designed to allow lay users to contribute information at the expert level
in order to increase the number and quality of descriptions of cultural
heritage items.
In order to improve the quality of the data they provide, data custodians need to understand the (search) tasks their users perform and
the level of trustworthiness they expect from the results. Through interviews with historians, we studied their use of digital archives for
research purposes and classified typical research tasks and their requirements for data quality.
Most cultural heritage archives provide, at best, very generic information about the quality of their digitized collections. Humanities
scholars performing research tasks, however, need to be able to assess how data quality of the archive and inherent bias in tools involved
in the creation, retrieval, aggregation, analysis and visualization of
digital items influences their research tasks. Therefore, they need specific information on the data quality of the used subcollection and the
biases the tools provided may have introduced into the analyses.
We studied whether access to a historic newspaper archive is biased
and which types of documents benefit from or are disadvantaged by
the bias. We used an existing retrievability measure we applied on
artificially generated queries. Since we also had access to real user
queries and page view data, we were able to investigate how well the
typical setup of these studies reflects the real users’ experience. We
found large differences in the characteristics of the query sets and in
the results for different parameter settings of the experiments.
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In archives of digital historic documents, a prevalent data quality
issue is errors caused by Optical Character Recognition (OCR). Since
these are relatively easy to spot for users closely examining an item,
it has caused some concern by the humanities researchers about the
trustworthiness of results based on digitized data. We evaluated the
impact of OCR quality on retrieval tasks, and studied the effect of
manually improving (parts of) a collection on the retrievability bias.
The insights we gained helped us understanding researchers’ needs
better and identifying and measuring biases in accessing collections.
Our work provides a small number of examples that demonstrate
that data quality and tool bias are real concerns to the DH community. Further studies such as those we carried out, while essential,
are insufficient to address the challenges to the community. In addition, intense multidisciplinary exchange between data custodians,
tool developers and humanities scholars and efforts from each side is
required:
humanities scholars need to enhance the awareness in their field
that software tools and (big) data sets are not free of bias and
develop the skills to detect and evaluate potential types of biases
and their impact on research tasks. Based on these skills, guidelines should be developed that help the individual scholar to
perform such tool criticism.
tool developers need to be more transparent and provide sufficient information about their tools to allow the task-based evaluation of their tools’ performance.
data custodians need to make as much information about their collection available as possible. This should not only include the
scope of the items in the collection, but also which tools were
used in the digitization process, and what the limitations of the
provided data and infrastructure are.
The goal should be a mutual understanding of each others’ assumptions, approaches and requirements and more transparency concerning the use of tools in the preprocessing of data. This will help scholars to develop effective methods of digital tool criticism to critically
assess the impact of existing tools on their (re-)search results and to
communicate on an equal footing with tool developers on how to
develop future versions that better suit their needs.

S A M E N VAT T I N G

Erfgoedinstellingen, zoals galeries, bibliotheken, archieven en musea,
stellen hun collecties steeds vaker digitaal beschikbaar. Dit biedt gebruikers van deze digitale platforms veel mogelijkheden om gegevens
op te halen, te aggregeren, te analyseren en te visualiseren. Gebruikers moeten zich vertrouwd maken met verschillende soorten nieuwe
digitale tools en zich bewust zijn van de gevolgen voor de resultaten.
Dit geldt in het bijzonder voor geesteswetenschappers die de resultaten van hun analyses in hun publicaties willen opnemen.
Het kan moeilijk zijn om te beoordelen of de inzichten uit deze analyses een echte trend vormen, of dat een mogelijke conclusie slechts
een artefact is van het ensemble van gebruikte tools. Dit vereist begrip
in de verwerkingsketen van de gebruikte tools.
Menselijke input is echter in veel gevallen nog steeds onmisbaar
om fouten te kunnen opsporen en corrigeren. Omdat experts duur en
schaars zijn, hebben we een studie gedaan die laat zien hoe crowdsourcing-taken zo kunnen worden opgezet dat leken informatie op
expertniveau kunnen toevoegen en zo bijdragen aan het verhogen van
het aantal en de kwaliteit van beschrijvingen van cultuurhistorische
objecten.
Om de kwaliteit van de gegevens die zij aanleveren te verbeteren,
moeten de gegevensbeheerders inzicht hebben in de (zoek)taken die
hun gebruikers uitvoeren en de mate van betrouwbaarheid die zij
van de resultaten verwachten. Door middel van interviews met historici hebben we het gebruik van digitale archieven voor onderzoeksdoeleinden bestudeerd en hebben we typische onderzoekstaken en
hun eisen voor datakwaliteit geclassificeerd.
De meeste erfgoedinstellingen leveren, in het beste geval, zeer generieke informatie over de kwaliteit van hun gedigitaliseerde collecties.
Geesteswetenschappers moeten echter kunnen beoordelen hoe hun
onderzoekstaken beïnvloed worden door de datakwaliteit van het archief en door de inherente bias van tools voor het creëren, terugvinden,
aggregeren, analyseren en visualiseren van digitale items. Daarom
hebben ze specifieke informatie nodig over de datakwaliteit van de
gebruikte deelcollectie en mogelijke vertekeningen die gebruikte tools
in de analyses hebben geïntroduceerd.
We onderzochten in hoeverre er bias bestaat bij de toegang tot
een historisch krantenarchief en welke soorten documenten hoger of
lager in de resultatenlijst terechtkomen door de bias. We gebruikten
een bestaande retrievability maatstaf die we toepasten op kunstmatig
gegenereerde zoekopdrachten. Aangezien we ook toegang hadden
tot echte zoekvragen van gebruikers en hoe vaak pagina’s werden
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weergegeven, konden we onderzoeken hoe goed de typische opzet
van deze studies de echte gebruikerservaring weerspiegelt. We vonden grote verschillen in de karakteristieken van de query sets en in
de resultaten voor de verschillende parameterinstellingen van de experimenten.
Fouten veroorzaakt door OCR (Optical Character Recognition) komen veelvuldig voor in archieven met digitale historische documenten.
Aangezien deze fouten relatief gemakkelijk te herkennen zijn voor gebruikers die een item nauwkeurig onderzoeken, heeft dit bij de geesteswetenschappelijke onderzoekers enige bezorgdheid gewekt over
de betrouwbaarheid van bevindingen op basis van gedigitaliseerde
gegevens. We evalueerden de impact van OCR-kwaliteit op de retrievaltaken, en onderzochten het effect van handmatige verbetering
van (delen van) een collectie op de retrievability bias.
De inzichten die we hebben opgedaan, hebben ons geholpen om
de behoeften van onderzoekers beter te begrijpen en om bias bij de
toegang tot collecties te identificeren en te meten. Ons werk geeft
een klein aantal voorbeelden die aantonen dat datakwaliteit en de
bias van tools mogelijk zorgwekkend zijn voor de DH-gemeenschap.
Nader onderzoek zoals we dat hebben gedaan is weliswaar essentieel,
maar niet voldoende om de uitdagingen voor de gemeenschap aan
te pakken. Daarnaast is een intensieve multidisciplinaire uitwisseling tussen gegevensbeheerders, toolontwikkelaars en geesteswetenschappers benodigd, die inspanningen van verschillende zijden vereist:
geesteswetenschappers moeten in hun vakgebied het bewustzijn vergroten dat softwaretools en (grote) datasets niet vrij zijn
van bias. Tevens moeten zij vaardigheden ontwikkelen om mogelijke vooroordelen en hun impact op onderzoekstaken op te
sporen en te evalueren. Op basis van deze vaardigheden moeten
richtlijnen worden ontwikkeld die de individuele wetenschapper kunnen helpen bij het uitvoeren van dergelijke toolkritiek.
ontwikkelaars van tools moeten transparanter zijn en voldoende
informatie verstrekken over hun tools om een taakgerichte evaluatie van de prestaties van hun tools mogelijk te maken.
gegevensbeheerders moeten zoveel mogelijk informatie over hun
collectie beschikbaar stellen. Daarbij moet niet alleen worden
gekeken naar de omvang van de items in de collectie, maar ook
welke tools zijn gebruikt bij het digitaliseringsproces en wat de
beperkingen zijn van de geleverde data en infrastructuur.
Het doel moet een wederzijds begrip zijn van elkaars aannames,
benaderingen en eisen, maar ook meer transparantie over het gebruik van tools bij de preprocessing van data. Dit zal wetenschappers
helpen om effectieve methoden van digitale toolkritiek te ontwikkelen

samenvatting

om de impact van bestaande tools op hun zoek- en onderzoeksresultaten kritisch te beoordelen en tevens om op gelijke voet met toolontwikkelaars te communiceren over hoe zij toekomstige versies kunnen ontwikkelen die beter aansluiten bij hun behoeften.
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“I’ve traveled many roads
And not all of them were good
The foolish ones taught more to me
Than the wise ones ever could”
— Calvin Russell, Crossroads

Cultural heritage institutions increasingly make their collections digitally available.
Consequently, users of digital archives need to familiarize themselves with new kinds of
different digital tools. This is particularly true for humanities scholars who include results of
their analyses in their publications. Judging whether insights derived from these analyses
constitute a real trend or whether a potential conclusion is just an artifact of the tools used,
can be difficult.
To correct errors in data, human input is in many cases still indispensable. Since experts are
expensive, we conducted a study showing how crowdsourcing tasks can be designed to
allow lay users to contribute information at the expert level to increase the number and
quality of descriptions of collection items. However, to improve the quality of their data
effectively, data custodians need to understand the (search) tasks their users perform and
the level of trustworthiness they expect from the results. Through interviews with historians,
we studied their use of digital archives and classified typical research tasks and their
requirements for data quality.
Most archives provide, at best, very generic information about the data quality of their
digitized collections. Humanities scholars, however, need to be able to assess how data
quality and inherent bias within tools influence their research tasks. Therefore, they need
specific information on the data quality of the subcollection used and the biases the tools
provided may have introduced into the analyses.
We studied whether access to a historic newspaper archive is biased, and which types of
documents benefit from, or are disadvantaged, by the bias. Using real and simulated search
queries and page view data of real users, we investigated how well typical retrievability
studies reflect the users' experience. We discovered large differences in the characteristics
of the query sets and in the results for different parameter settings of the experiments.
Within digital archives, OCR errors are a prevalent data quality issue. Since these are
relatively easy to spot, it has caused some concern about the trustworthiness of results
based on digitized documents. We evaluated the impact of OCR quality on retrieval tasks,
and studied the effect of manually improving (parts of) a collection on retrievability bias.
The insights we gained helped us understanding researchers' needs better. Our work
provides a small number of examples, which demonstrate that data quality and tool bias are
real concerns to the Digital Humanities community. To address these challenges, intense
multidisciplinary exchange is required:
• Humanities scholars need to enhance the awareness that software tools and data sets
are not free of bias and develop skills to detect and evaluate biases and their impact on
research tasks. Guidelines should be developed that help scholars to perform tool
criticism.
• Tool developers need to be more transparent and provide sufficient information about
their tools to allow the task-based evaluation of their tools' performance.
• Data custodians need to make as much information about their collection available as
possible. This should include which tools were used in the digitization process, in addition
to both the limitations of the provided data and infrastructure used.
The goal should be a mutual understanding of each others' assumptions, approaches and
requirements and more transparency concerning the use of tools in the processing of data.
This will help scholars to develop effective methods of digital tool criticism to critically assess
the impact of existing tools on their (re-)search results and to communicate on an equal
footing with tool developers on how to develop future versions, which better suit their needs.
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